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Foreword

Foreword

Space is optimism. The concept of space is a symbol of the future, of progress and of the elevation of
humankind in both physical and spiritual ways. When Neil Armstrong and Edwin & quot; Buzz & quot;
Aldrin walked on the Moon during the Apollo 11 mission, a sense of optimism was expressed globally,
as this was a proof that humanity can achieve any goal and overcome any obstacle, given the required
will.
A planner or a decision-maker must also look into the future with optimism and define goals to
provide a better world for the next generations. Thus, the choosing of space industry as a leverage of
economic prosperity is a reasonable choice. By connecting the already capable regional industries to
the world trends in the space industry, the Grand Est region might become the center of the global
space industry in several fields within a single generation. With a combination of enriching
educational programs with space related studies, with adding work opportunities in this area by
attracting competitive space companies and start-ups, we can picture an optimistic future for the
next generation here in Grand Est.
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Abstract

Abstract
All over the world, countries and their regions are becoming increasingly interested in how to
anticipate and enable their economies and societies to prepare and take advantage of this
movement. At the same time, a shift has taken place where governments were the only competent
space actors, and now private actors have or are developing space competencies. As a result, nations
and their regions need to have a thorough understanding of their space competencies and industrial
expertise. Governments can stimulate industries through enacting policies, and have a parallel aim to
encourage space related industries from which their societies can benefit. The Grand Est region has
potential to participate and contribute to the global space economy and should take a proactive role
to support and accelerate its contribution to the space industry, for the benefit of the people in this
region of France.
The International Space Studies Program 2019 took place in Strasbourg, and formed an ideal
background, where SpacEst developed guidelines to help Grand Est achieve their goal of boosting its
regional space competitiveness. Current space industry trends worldwide were analyzed, as was the
industrial competitiveness of the region, and innovative methodologies to determine policies,
methods and tools were applied to come up with recommendations for Grand Est. This innovative
methodology allows an instant overview of what pillars of industrial competitiveness can be
enhanced, and what the potential for the region to enhance its competitiveness in the global space
industry. For the Grand Est region, the four conceptual areas which can be enhanced to gain the
greatest amount of space competitiveness are labor market efficiency, technological readiness,
business sophistication, and innovation. From a more detailed analysis, a set of recommended
policies matching these four pillars of industrial competitiveness were made, such as adopting a long
term investment strategy, utilizing satellite observation data for precise agricultural practices, water
management and vineyard management.
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Faculty preface

Faculty preface
To me, that is one of the most important principles of life:
Never leave your friends behind.
Buzz Aldrin
The International Space University (ISU) is an interdisciplinary university founded in 1987 with the
goal to foster space exploration through international education programs. One of these programs is
the Space Studies Program (SSP), a professional development course, which takes place every year in
a different country for a period of 9 weeks. SSP attracts talents from all over the world with an
interest in the space sector. This year SSP took place for the 32nd time and was hosted at the
International Space University Campus in France, with the appreciated support of the local organizing
committee and ISU staff. During SSP, participants decide to work on one of four team projects. The
team project presented here consisted of a team of thirty one remarkable individuals. Their mission
was to provide guidelines to the local authorities of the region “Grand Est” to increase space
competitiveness.
Space is increasingly becoming an integral part of our economy and everyday life, with more spotlight
on the benefit it brings to our society. Outer space activities require special industrial capabilities, but
the space industry has strong overarching multiplier effects for the rest of the global economy.
Technologies developed under space programs provide significant value, and add to a wide spectrum
of applications, industry and services. Thus, it is natural that industrial space competitiveness and the
global value chain becomes an important concept for analysis, despite the unique interactions of
space markets with civilian, commercial and security space assets.
Faced with the challenge of analyzing the competitiveness of the space industry here on Earth, the
participants of the team project, SpacEst, embarked on an exploratory trip. The framework of analysis
follows ISU’s academic philosophy of an interdisciplinary, international and intercultural approach to
space. As faculty interfaces we learned much in the process as the participants led the search for
knowledge during several weeks of painstaking brainstorming and analysis. The reader will hopefully
associate with the authors’ Odyssey into the theme and find the trail and deliverables stimulating and
productive. On behalf of the faculty, we are inspired by the quality of work produced and the strong
team culture developed by the participants within the short time frame that they had. We believe
that the bonds created during this time will go beyond the program resulting in long lasting
friendships as well as professional partnership, and add to the personal growth of all of us involved.
We wish them the very best in their future endeavors, confident in their skills and abilities to lead to
the stars.
Vasilis Zervos
Co-Chair

Jan Walter Schroeder
Co-Chair

Hashmita Koka
Teaching Associate
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Participant preface

Participant preface

The SpacEst team came to be as a result of the ISU Space Studies Program 2019, generously hosted
by ISU itself in Strasbourg. The team consisted of a diverse group with different disciplinary
backgrounds from engineering to law, in line with ISU principles of interdisciplinary, international and
intercultural. All participants have contributed individually to the project in unique and useful ways,
resulting in a report that we are proud of and an entertaining project presentation.
ISU is situated in the Eurométropole de Strasbourg, which is part of the greater French region of
Grand Est that has kindly sponsored this Team Project. Grand Est hosts a variety of businesses, of
which the automotive and pharmaceutical industries are among the largest exporters in the region.
Increasing activities in the space sector, especially with commercialization of the space industry,
provides opportunities for regional economies to step in and boost their presence in the space sector.
Grand Est and elsewhere could increase their industrial competitiveness by taking advantage of these
opportunities. Finding and working out how to benefit from these opportunities was therefore the
aim of our Team Project.
To provide our sponsors with useful guidelines to improve their industrial competitiveness in the
region by turning to outer space, we worked hard on organizing the team in an efficient and adaptive
way. This was done taking into consideration the thoughts and preferences of our teammates with
the goal of involving everyone throughout the project. During the process we did encounter some
challenges and difficulties, deepening the learning process working as a team under pressure. Issues
were resolved to the best of our abilities, through open discussions and active listening. We got to
know each other well through working as a team, but also playing together with social activities that
only strengthened our friendship.
We would like to extend our gratitude towards our co-chairs, Walter and Vasilis, and our Teaching
Associate, Hashmita, for helping us finish this demanding and interesting project. Most of all, we
thank our fellow participants for sharing this experience with us.
We are proud to say that after all this we…. GOT IT DONE!

SpacEst! Hoo Ha Hoo!
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Introduction

Chapter 1
1. Introduction
SpacEst provides a tool for sub-national regions, and a set of guidelines for regional decision makers
of the Grand Est region of France, to develop an innovative and industrially competitive future in the
space sector. This effort is supported by, and integrates the visions of, the Eurométropole Strasbourg
and the Region Grand Est of France. The mission statement is:
“SpacEst aims to provide a set of guidelines for regional decision makers to enable an industrially
competitive future in the space sector.”
SpacEst is a portmanteau derived from ‘space’ and ‘Grand Est’. The merging of these words signifies
our Team Project (TP); they merge together to increase the space competencies of the region. The
global space industry is growing rapidly, and there are myriad markets that the use of outer space can
be associated with. As a consequence, local regions can capitalize on this movement. Industrial
competencies are important in pursuit of the opportunities, which the integration of outer space
brings. As the space market grows, so does the need for the skills and abilities to meet demand,
innovate, and succeed in bringing the maximum benefits of space missions to society. Expert
capabilities, with knowhow and handiwork, make those who possess expertise more competitive in
the marketplace. This is due to the quality of their work and relative time needed to complete a given
task in their field. In this sense, market leaders may operate on a global, continental, national, or
regional level, with their expertise related to different stages of a space mission, before, during, and
after launch.
Besides the fact that the space industry is related to global and specialized activities, commercial
actors have also changed the field of play; they have enough capital to develop their own space
activities without financial or technological support from governments. Governments have typically
initiated space activities through national space programs. For example, the government of
Luxembourg, through the Space Resources Initiative, offer substantial funding for companies planning
to harvest resources in outer space. In the Aerospace Valley in Toulouse, which is a comparable
region to the Grand Est region, private companies are active in building and developing space
technologies. Other smaller geographical areas, developing relevant space competencies, also do this
with different ratios of government to commercial activity. Governments can stimulate opening
markets through policies stimulating the growth of commercial actors. They target commercial actors
that are interested in entering said market on a smaller scale, than those at the national level. We
focus on the role of government, from this perspective, for the Grand Est region, as it comprises the
three former regions Alsace, Champagne-Ardenne, and Lorraine, covering 57,433 square kilometers
in the north east of France. Grand Est was established by French legislation in 2014 with the purpose
of streamlining the number of regions in metropolitan France. Within these regions, under the
administration of Grand Est, there are ten departments for smaller parts of the greater region
(Ardennes, Aube, Bas-Rhin wherein the Strasbourg Eurométropole is located, Marne, Haute-Marne,
Space Studies Program 2019
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Haut-Rhin, Meurthe-et-Moselle, Meuse, Moselle, and Vosges). Comparisons made throughout this
report not nations, but rather comparable regions such as Nice and Toulouse.
This report investigates how to achieve, in collaboration with Strasbourg Eurométropole, the Grand
Est region, and the International Space University (ISU), regional competitiveness in the space sector.
The project investigates: What is the potential of regions to become concentrated places of space
related activities? What is happening globally, and in France? What policies, tools and methods are
needed? Using a mixed-method and qualitative approach, we elaborate on these main questions. The
results provided are tailored recommendations that exploit existing infrastructure and resources,
public and private, to create a competitive space industry in the Grand Est region.

1.1. Linkage to ISU disciplines
Space Applications
An understanding of space applications enabled a gap analysis of regional expertise with space
competence to help assess how space can be used by industries to increase their industrial
competitiveness (Chapters 2 and 5). Space applications have large market potential and are therefore
of interest to local decision makers and industry. SpacEst have included an assessment of industries
that could benefit from space application technologies, such as telecommunications and remote
sensing. In addition, the global trends of space applications will also influence the recommendations
for the regional decision makers, who must ultimately decide which applications to utilize for their
region (Chapter 6 and 7).
Engineering
Engineering knowledge has contributed to mapping space competencies (Chapter 2), categorizing
space activities (Chapter 3), identifying space engineering trends (Chapter 5), and understanding what
the impact and interactions are as a result of developments in the space industry (Chapters 3, 5, 6
and 7). We determined the areas of industrial competence of Grand Est (Chapter 4), from which we
identified industries that can benefit from the use of outer space technologies. This included areas
such as agriculture and water management, in addition to industries that are adjustable to the space
economy (Chapter 7).
Human Performance in Space
Biomedical and pharmaceutical industries, like telemedicine and rehabilitation services, are
opportunities to boost space competitiveness within existing medical markets. Medical experience
from space activities could feedback into medical services on Earth (Chapter 7). This subsector has the
opportunity to generate spin-off technologies developed in space which have tangible use on Earth.
These have the ability to enhance the regional economy, through research and development. The tool
developed (Chapter 6) can analyze the potential for astronaut programs and related ventures by
mapping the space competencies. This is done through evaluation of health and education in a given
region. These may benefit the fields of space medicine, life support and environmental control
systems, in terms of health and training methods when it comes to education. At the same time,
awareness of competence in training astronauts (Chapter 2) across the world shows that astronaut
Space Studies Program 2019
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training programs are well established. Consequently, regional industries could play a supporting role
in developing technologies and training methods for astronauts to use.
Humanities
New space technologies such as On-Orbit Servicing (OOS), and new entrants into space technologies,
such as SpaceX, are changing the way space is accessed and used (Chapters 2 and 3). Human beings
explore space to satisfy their innate sense of curiosity, discovery, and thirst for knowledge. From
these desires, governmental entities invest in space competencies and activities. They also stimulate
market demand for commercial companies, (Chapter 2), necessitating regional decision makers to
enact policy and legislation (Chapter 7). Policy decision makers in Grand Est are our target audience
and this report addresses their expectations of SpacEst. Other communication channels, such as
policy briefings, print and online media, may be utilized to support and amplify the effects of the
suggestions made to Grand Est (Chapter 7). Raising awareness of industrial activities, as well as the
space economy and the promotion of space education institutions could play an important role in
developing future space competencies and creating future investment (Chapters 6 and 7).
Space Science
SpacEst has identified space exploration as a current and future trend in space activities (Chapter 2
and 3), and understands that scientific space missions are dependent on the development of space
technology. For instance, new industrial opportunities can be developed from scientific activities at
universities and testing facilities (Chapter 2). The French space sector also has a distinct scientific
focus within their national center for space studies, Centre national d'études spatiales, (CNES), which
aims to develop sophisticated scientific instruments for use in space (Chapter 2).
Policy, Economics and Law
Industrial policy in a region shows available and allocated resources, which is essential for the
understanding of regional industrial expertise (Chapter 4). Knowledge of economics is necessary to
analyze local industries, investment trends, and market demand (Chapters 2, 4 and 3). SpacEst’s main
mission is to recommend policy suggestions for regional decision makers, such as financial subsidies,
talent introductions, and technology incubations, that are at the intersection of policy, economics and
law. This is because of their significant regulatory impact on market competition. This is assessed later
in this report (Chapters 6 and 7). Regional policies are essential to analyze anticipated effects of our
recommendations and methods in general, and for Grand Est (Chapter 7).
Management and Business
Identifying regional business potential in space economy related business cases in regional
commercial industries forms a substantial part of this project. This includes identifying existing space
competencies with market entrance barriers (Chapter 2), identifying emerging technology trends in
the space industry and their market demand and investment (Chapter 3), mapping industrial
competencies in Grand Est (Chapter 4), matching results from Chapters 3 and 4 (Chapter 5), to using
developed tool for evaluating regional competitiveness (Chapter 6). Finally, we recommend how and
where to focus on industry in Grand Est (Chapter 7). New space ventures, such private space launches
and small satellite constellations, have huge potential for commercial growth and are in line with
current space industry trends (Chapter 3). In giving policy recommendations, the effects of those
Space Studies Program 2019
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recommendations on businesses are crucial to provide the reader with useful ways forward (Chapters
6 and 7).

1.2. Report outline
The present document is divided into several chapters. Chapter 2 outlines a method for identifying
what space competencies are, in terms of the skills and abilities to build, launch, control and benefit
from space activities. Those competencies are then mapped to existing major spacefaring countries
and intergovernmental organizations, including the United States of America (US), People’s Republic
of China (China), Russian Federation (Russia), the European Space Agency (ESA), and key ESA Member
States such as France and Germany. From the studies of space competencies in these places emerged
an overview, or the broad strokes, of who is doing what in relation to space activities. The areas of
France, namely Paris, and Toulouse, have their space competencies similarly mapped in Chapter 2.
This provided a clearer resolution about how regional expertise contributes to a national space
economy, in addition to understanding what regions in France are contributing to its position in the
global space economy.
Chapter 3 shows trends in market demand, research and development, and financial investment,
within the framework of upstream, midstream, and downstream space activities. Upstream activities
involve what is done to send artificial objects into space. Commercial off-the-Shelf components
(COTS), compact computer processors, launch capabilities, scientific exploration, and research and
development are trending to make upstream activities cheaper, easier, and more widely available.
Midstream activities, such as ground-based control centers and On-Orbit Servicing (OOS), help
operate those objects sent into space and maintain their usability. Downstream activities deal with
how space activities are then utilized to reap tangible benefits from them. This includes
communications and navigation which are enabled via satellites, and the use of data collected by
satellites observing the surface of the Earth. These categories of activities are introduced through
their market demand, investment figures, and prominent governmental or commercial actors. These
indicate current and future growth patterns for those activities.
Chapter 4 begins to look at the epicenter of this study, the Grand Est region. This provides insight into
its present industrial expertise, both related and not related to space. This provides an overview of
business in the region and that is the primary focus of SpacEst. Industrial foci in the region are
ascertained using publicly available datasets within company registers.
Drawing on analyses from Chapter 2 through 4, Chapter 5 is where SpacEst shifts from analytical to
normative by developing a methodology to match industrial expertise in Grand Est with current
trends in the global space sector. This is done under the framework of 12 pillars of competitiveness
from the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), a tool published by the World Economic Forum to
measure national economies based on key factors effecting market competitiveness. The novel
aspects of this methodology is that the GCI pillars were adapted from a national to regional
perspective and from a pan-sector scope to the space sector specifically.
Chapter 6 describes a website based on the methodology from Chapter 5 which assists decision
makers choose policies for to prioritize and boost their industrial space competitiveness. Finally,
having identified pillars of competitiveness for Grand Est by employing the methodology from
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Chapter 5, Chapter 7 shows a tailored plan for Grand Est to boost its industrial space competitiveness
as a result of using the website described in Chapter 6.

1.3. Project methodology
Data was analyzed using a mixed-method and qualitative approach. Structured interviews were
transcribed and analyzed. The qualitative data of the regions and policies used in chapters 2, 4, and 5,
were quantified (Sandelowski, 2009) using the consensual assessment technique (Amabile, 1982).
Independent judges undertook this task and used definitions of pre-determined factors, and a
minimum of 80% consensus had to be reached. By converting qualitative data into quantitative form,
value was added to the recommendation outcomes of this study.
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Chapter 2
2. Mapping of space competencies
2.1. Global space competencies
Competence is ordinarily defined as a skill or ability (OED, 2019). With this in mind, space
competencies are skills or abilities related to space, including manufacturing, operations and analysis.
Manufacturing components are an integral part of space missions; without them there would be no
way to control a spacecraft, communicate with it and no way to process or store data collected in
space and send it down to Earth. Competence to operate spacecraft and harness data when
spacecraft are in use is critical. Otherwise, there is no control over what is launched into orbit and
beyond, or no way to collect data captured in space. The ability to analyze and process data collected
from space, turning it into useful information that can be used, is where the value of space operations
comes from. These are the three broad categories (capability to build a spacecraft & launch, operate
a spacecraft and use satellite date for application) of space competencies mapped onto select
geographical areas, in which specific skills and abilities are mentioned.
Both public and private actors have space competencies. The conventional way of actioning space
activities was, and to an extent still is, exclusively through national space programs. Space activities
were purely governmental in terms of funding, research and development, and operations. Now,
commercial actors are more involved in space activities, collaborating on an increasing basis with
governments on national space programs, or conducting independent commercial space projects. The
selection of case studies, used in this project, were based on this observation and were chosen to
show the extent that private actors play in developing space competencies, in a given geographical
area.
This chapter studied space competencies of the biggest spacefaring powers (US, Russia, ESA, China,
Japan and India) in the space industry, on global and regional levels. This chapter adopted the 'twotiered' approach, with a look into the space competencies of six governments mentioned and a
number of the competencies of France. Globally, an overview of the competencies of these countries
gives a representative outlook on what competencies exist today. Full coverage of every agency or
national market was not carried out because there was no pragmatic need to do so. The intention was
to show what space competencies exist on different scales and where those competencies are
between public and private actors. A contextual understanding of how space competencies are
distributed shows what space competencies are, what commercial actors have become competent in
and the differences in how given countries approach national space activities.
SpacEst’s scope was regional space competitiveness, and so the space competencies of three French
areas (Nice, Toulouse and Paris) are mapped in the same way as on the global level described above,
but focused on smaller areas in France. Picking these two regions from the same country as Grand
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Est, a target audience of this report, gives a deeper insight on regional competitiveness in France.
Recommendations given in later chapters are therefore made with an awareness of the centralized
space sector in France generally centralized through CNES.
The growth of the space industry since the end of the space race has made room for more diversity in
space competencies around the world. These competencies range from experts in astronomy to
mathematicians, aerospace engineers, data analysts, software developers, communications experts
and flight operation managers. Countries around the world have been able to engage, develop and
become experts in different aspects of space competencies. Some countries have trained and created
capacity in almost all the important space competencies, while others are experts in some and rely on
international collaborations to complement others.
Global space competencies are not just dominated by government agencies, competencies are also
spread between various commercial companies, in different parts of the world. A number of these
commercial organizations have close communication with the governments of their countries.
Examples of this include: SpaceX, Boeing, Lockheed Martin and several other companies in the USA
working closely with National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in almost all fields of their
operations; Airbus and Thales Alenia Space are also working with CNES in France for their operations,
DLR in Germany and many other examples.
In some countries the national space agencies hold most of the competencies. For example, the
government of China, India and Russia have the majority of their space competencies within their
respective agencies. Commercial activities are not common in these countries as it is in Europe or
North America. This means that governments have different departments for different space
competencies, ranging from satellite manufacturing to human space missions.

2.2. List of space competencies
Rocket Engineering
One major competence of the space industry is rocket engineering, with major focus on spacecraft
manufacturing and the capability to launch these spacecrafts. China, Russia, India, USA, and the
European Space Agency (ESA) have made great progress in this regard. The US has been able to utilize
reusable launch vehicles developed by commercial actors such as SpaceX, enabling parts of a rocket
to be used more than once. India continues to develop its rocket capabilities within the Indian Space
Research Organization (ISRO). Further research on rocket reusability is needed to make further
savings on materials and the cost of re-building rockets. Currently, Europe, the US, China, Russia,
Japan and India all have rocket launch capabilities. A recent publication on the commercial crew
program Heiney (2018) has shown that NASA has been able to launch 200 crewed flights to space. So
far, only three countries (Russia, China and the USA) have launched crewed missions.
Satellite Systems
There are over 1900 satellites orbiting Earth today. 800 are registered in the US, 280 in China, 147 in
Russia, 70 in Japan, 50 in India and 110 in Europe (Wood, 2019). Satellites are becoming easier to
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build, as they can be built in smaller sizes that consume less power, accommodate more sophisticated
parts while being equally as effective as traditional, heavier satellites (Sweeting, 2018). Recent
research showed that COTS components for satellites are aiding satellite manufacturers to cut down
costs (Bedi, 2018). Almost all the parts required to build small satellites are now available. Many
university workshops can now build small satellites below 50 kilograms within a relatively short period
of time. Space Works Commercial (2018) research forecasts an increase of 514 small satellites
launched annually by 2023.
Deep space
The US (NASA Deep Space Network), Japan (Usuda Deep Space Center), Russia (Soviet Deep Space
Network), China (Chinese Deep Space Network), ESA (European Space Tracking Deep Space Network),
and India (Indian Deep Space Network) all have programs for deep space exploration. These programs
aimed to improve the knowledge of what is beyond Earth. The report from the Hayabusa Fact Book
(Hayabusa, 2018) demonstrated that the Hayabusa program of Japan as a notable example of such a
mission, where robots were sent to asteroids to carry out research on their composition. NASA has
programs such as Curiosity and Insight to explore Mars, and Juno to explore Jupiter. ESA has explored
deep space through Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, and BepiColombo
mission to planet Mercury.
Aerospace Engineers
Recent research on the job market for aerospace engineers in the US has shown that there are 69,000
plus aerospace engineers in the country and the number is expected to increase by six percent by
2026 (Career Explorer, 2016). Aerospace engineers are very much needed in the manufacturing,
testing, maintenance, and repair of spacecraft, launch vehicles, and all components destined for outer
space. Aerospace engineers are employed by commercial companies and government agencies. They
perform tasks such as research and development, analyzing and designing, and manufacturing aircraft
and spacecraft. In Europe, aerospace engineers may work in the ESA Propulsion Lab and the UK
National Physical Laboratory (NPL). In France, aerospace engineers may work in places such as CNES
and Airbus. In the US, aerospace engineers may pursue working in places such as NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Lockheed Martin, PlanetLab, SpaceX, and Boeing. A report on the China
Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC, 2003) showed that the majority of aerospace
engineers are employed by the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporations, and others by
Chinese Commercial Space. In Russia, there are companies such as Gas-Dynamic Laboratory and ISS
Reshetnev. The report on the Japanese Aerospace Industry (Society of Japanese Aerospace Company ,
2018) showed that Japan has the Kalisz Space Centre, Tanegashima Space Center, Kyushu Institute of
Technology and university laboratories around the country, where space research and developments
are taking place. Aerospace engineers can become employed at these facilities. In India, ISRO employs
aerospace engineers in various centers like Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Liquid Propulsion
Systems Centre (LPSC), ISRO propulsion complex (IPRC) and Telemetry, and Tracking and Command
Network (ISTRAC). Commercial companies and governmental space agencies, across the globe,
require aerospace engineers.
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Satellites and Payload Testing and Qualification
Satellite manufacturing is a major part of the space industry. Satellite components must be tested and
certified at testing facilities qualify for flight, to reach space safely and to operate successfully. The
most important tests carried out on satellites before launch are payload antenna radio frequency (RF)
testing, Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) testing, thermal cycling test, acoustic testing, and the
thermal vacuum test. The location of the facilities where these tests can be done are provided below.
Facilities that run these tests are spread across the world, requiring sensitive space object to be
transported to various locations. This can mean that satellite testing and qualification is expensive,
time consuming and risky. In Europe, testing facilities are located in different countries. In the
Netherlands, there is the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC) and the
Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR). Ral Space is a commercial testing facility in the United Kingdom.
In Germany there is the Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG) Space Test Centre, iMAR
Navigation and Control, Tessy-Test Control, Tesat Spacecom GmbH, Rohde & Schwarz GmbH, and
Rood Microtec. The Tyndall National Institute is in Ireland. In France, there are test centers like
Interspace Test Centre, in Toulouse. This is jointly owned by Airbus and Thales Alenia Space, Serma
Group, Trad Test, and Radiations and Alter Technology. In the US, there are quite a number of test
centers; NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Ball Aerospace, Ryeberg Vacuum Sciences, NCEE Labs,
etc. The test centers in China are housed at the China Aerospace Science and Technology
Corporation. Russia has the Vostochny Cosmodrome, Reshtnev, and the Central Scientific Research
Institute for Chemistry and Mechanics. Kyushu Institute of Technology Centre for nano satellite
testing and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Tanegashima Space Center are two
important test centers in Japan. It is important to note that Japan has several running laboratories in
different universities within the country and most of these universities might possess their unique
testing laboratories. Testing in India can be done at the ISRO Satellite Integration and Testing
Establishment (ISITE).
Astronaut Programs
Crewed missions are given the most extreme safety measures in mission design requirements, in
order to protect human life. Over the years, commercial companies such as SpaceX, ArianeSpace,
Sierra Nevada Corporation, and Orbital, have been able to launch satellites into space, but none has
yet been able to launch a crewed mission to space. Crewed space missions for the US, ESA, China,
Japan and Russia have so far been handled by the governments of these countries. The International
Space Station Program has brought together the flight crews around the world and it has been a
platform for international cooperation between these countries.
In Europe, according to the European Astronaut Selection Manual, ESA oversees the astronaut
program for ESA Member States, including France (ESA, 2008). This means that every aspiring
astronaut in Europe has to go through the ESA Astronaut Program to get qualified. The manual (ESA,
2008) outlines the procedure for their selection process. NASA handles the US astronaut program.
The China National Space Administration handles the national astronaut program for China,
Roscosmos for Russia, JAXA for Japan and ISRO for India.
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Mission Control Centers
For every space mission, there are mission control centers that oversee space operations from the
Earth. They monitor the mission from initiation to completion. Different countries have different kinds
of mission control. In Europe, ESA oversees all the missions in the continent from the European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt, Germany. The European Space Surveillance and Tracking
station has its headquarters at ESOC. This station communicates with seven other stations from
different countries: French Guiana, Kourou; Cerberus, Spain; Redu, Belgium; Santa Maria, Portugal;
Kiruna, Sweden; Malargue, Argentina; and New Norcia, Australia. Additionally in Europe, there is the
Automated Transfer Vehicle Control Centre in Toulouse, France, and the Columbus Control Centre in
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.
The NASA Christopher C. Kraft JR. Mission Control Center is located at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas. The Payload Operations Center is in Huntsville, Alabama, and the Launch Control
Center is located at NASA's Kennedy Space Center on Merritt Island, Florida in the US. Russia makes
use of the RKA Mission Control Center (Russian: Центр управления полётами) in Korolyov. According
to the Handbook of the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (2018), the Beijing Aerospace
Flight Control Center is used in China for celestial programs including the Payload Operation and
Application Center (POAC).
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
A report from the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs on the International Committee on
Global Navigation Satellite Systems, Gadimova (2015) details the competencies of Russia, China,
Japan, India, the US, and Europe in terms of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). China has
BeiDou, the European Union has Galileo and European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS) project, and Russia has Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) program. The US uses
its Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Wide Area Augmentation System to enhance GPS. The
Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (NavIC) and the GEO augmented navigation (GAGAN),
aided by GPS, are both used by the government of India to optimize local positioning in the country.
In Japan, the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and the Multifunction Transport Satellite (MTSAT)
Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS) are used to improve the accuracy of navigation with the
application of the Global Positioning System (GPS).

2.3. French space competencies
The space sector in France is centered around CNES. CNES is the French state-controlled entity, of an
industrial or commercial nature, with the responsibility for shaping and implementing France’s space
policy in Europe. CNES is a key player in Europe’s space program and is the focal point for France’s
participation in ESA programs. CNES is also a major source of initiatives and proposals that aim to
maintain France and Europe’s competitive edge. It partners with other scientific institutions and
industries in accomplishing the goals of the ESA space programs and maintaining a strong
international cooperation.
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To manage transformations in the space sector driven by digital technologies, miniaturization and
new players, CNES has formed directorates: Directorate of Innovation, Applications and Science,
Directorate of Digital Technologies and Operations and Directorate of Orbital Systems. To promote
companies and start-ups to provide increased applications of space, CNES has focused on an
investment fund called CosmiCapital. This is an initiative that provides support for start-ups to enable
them to provide increased space applications to potential customers. The present trend in the launch
industry is to provide low-cost and on-demand launch to customers. The French space agency plan to
accomplish this through a road map laid through Ariane 6, Vega-C and the upcoming Prometheus low
cost reusable engine. In the area of satellite applications, comprehensive measurement of climate
variables is essential for accurate climate prediction. In relation to this, CNES aim to set up a climate
observatory for providing scientists access to space data. The space exploration area is also
progressing with the upcoming Mars missions of ESA’s ExoMars and NASA’s Mars by 2020. Several
exploration projects are involved as part of the ESA’s Cosmic Vision program. Around 80% of CNES’s
budget is spent on advanced research and development programs in France including the industry
and research laboratories. This sustains almost 40% of the space jobs in Europe (around 14,000 jobs)
in France. The typical budget allotment of CNES for the year 2019 of €2424 million is shown in Figure
2-1.

Figure 2-1 Budget Allocation of CNES of €2424 million for various activities
The objectives of CNES prioritized by the government are:
● Securing new industry partnerships,
● Developing innovative solutions to meet current and future needs,
● Driving its digital transformation.

French space sector initiatives for SME
In 2017, CNES coordinated with 359 French firms focused on business in space (CNES, 2019a). 11
were small or medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). CNES works with 2,306 suppliers to which it devoted
a budget of €987.1 million for 2019. The collaboration of CNES with the strong scientific community in
France is vital to accomplish various scientific discoveries. Centre national de la recherche
scientifique, (The French Scientific Research Center or CNRS), De la recherche à l'industrie, (the
French Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission or CEA) and l'Office national d'études et
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de recherches aérospatiales, (the French Aeronautics, Space and Defense Research Laboratory or
ONERA) are already strong partners with CNES. Among some of the new partners are organizations
like Institut national de la santé et de la recherche médicale, (the French National Institute of Health
and Medical Research or INSERM), (where human physiology in space is studied), Institut national de
la recherche agronomique, (a French public research institute dedicated to agricultural science or
INRA), (were agronomy research to monitor the carbon budget of vegetation in Africa occurs),
BioMérieux (works in the field of microbiology) and Lyon Biopôle (for space and health). One of the
major goals of CNES is to further enhance its partnership with industries, research laboratories and
manufacturers, and supporting government in strategic civil and military domains. To accomplish this
goal, the strategies adopted are:
1. The Cosmicapital space investment fund was formed to provide support in 2019 to start-ups
based in the European Union and fostering uptake of space applications. A dedicated team is
managing the fund from Paris and Toulouse.
2. SME PACT 2019 is a new action to support of small and medium -sized firms (SMEs). This is an
initiative to support industrial development to meet the needs of institutions and society
focusing on four main areas:
● SMEs innovations in the field of space,
● Establishing a channel for SMEs to work as government suppliers,
● To provide an effective collaborative environment between SMEs and CNES,
● Handholding SMEs to develop other business outside contracts with CNES.
In order to continuously support all sectors of industries, Space’ibles, space survey observatory, was
established in 2017. It has 38 partners, from various areas, working together for various objectives
such as space applications for business. Furthermore, with the motive of nurturing start-ups, Station F
business incubator and B612 incubators were established in Paris and Toulouse respectively. The
French space sector is striving to promote French businesses and expand their international reach
acting as a facilitator and providing required resources and expertise. The new initiatives (CNES,
2019a) like Cap Digital in the digital sector, Lyon Biopôle in healthcare and Boosters for applications
and services are examples of building an ecosystem of new technologies, working with all potential
users of space technologies and helping them with the space component of their projects.

Key trends in French space sector
The key trends in the space sector, focused by CNES (2019a, 2019b), in France is given below:
Science
Alongside leading research organizations, CNES is conceiving sophisticated space instruments. Some
recent missions are Taranis, set for launch in 2019, PILOT program and the Co-PILOT program that
aims to map ionized carbon (C+) clouds in our galaxy from a stratospheric balloon. The establishments
of CNES in Paris which has the CNES’s Head office, is responsible for mapping space policies and
crafting and coordinating CNES’s national and international programs. The agency also coordinates
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with academic, scientific, industrial, and business partners in France, to achieve the goals laid down
for CNES.
Telecommunications
There are exponentially growing demands for communication networks and more investments in fast
broadband with THDSat, in addition to low Earth orbit (LEO) small satellite constellations geared
towards the Internet of Things (IoT). The Space Centre in Toulouse is ESA’s largest technical and
operational center responsible for conception, design, development, position, control and operate
orbital systems. The center is also responsible for supporting all the telecommunication related space
applications.
Earth Observation
As a pioneer in earth observation satellite systems, the trend is to have new projects supporting
climate actions. This is found in the French-U.S. SWOT mission, capable of surveying Earth’s all water
bodies. The utilization of COPERNICUS earth observation, New Data and Information Access Services
(DIAS) are also set to be deployed in 2020. This aims to bring data and processing capacity to citizens,
scientists and manufacturers globally. The Toulouse Space Center, a CNES facility, is the focal point in
France for providing satellite services to enable various user applications.
Defense
In order to contribute to the peace and security of the citizens, CNES works alongside the Ministry for
Armed Forces. Several missions related to this trend are planned in the upcoming years.
Advanced Propulsion Systems
To adapt to the growing trends in the satellite propulsion technologies, particularly electric
propulsion, CNES is working alongside industrial partners. After the introduction of the electric
propulsion bus platform in a 2019 geostationary satellite, the trend is to adopt new space craft buses
to boost performance and serve telecommunications requirements at lower cost. The Launch
Vehicles Directorate (DLA) in Paris is the key center operating the present ESA launchers. The primary
focus of the directorate, and ESA, are the activities related to the launcher Ariane 6. This is designed
to bring down operating costs. They are focusing on the reusable engines under development, which
is vital trend in the development of advanced propulsion systems.
Healthcare
In the area of healthcare, personalized medicine, telemedicine and e-health are emerging to provide
advanced health care to remote areas. The role of new satellite communication systems is vital for
these applications.
Increased satellite launches and reduce costs
580 small satellites per year, on average, are expected to be launched between 2019-22. To reduce
the cost of the satellites, the focus is on miniaturized payloads for nano satellites. This will provide
additional advantages of lower risk and easy launch access. Nano Club, formed by CNES, collaborates
with public and private sectors for satellites in the under-50-kilogram class. Through this platform,
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around 60 club members are working to develop a French industrial ecosystem geared towards the
highly promising nanosatellite market. Furthermore, CNES is also supporting universities, engineering
schools, higher education institutions, research laboratories and industry to develop their missions,
from conception through to launch. The Launch vehicle Directorate in Paris is also focused on the
road map to achieve increased satellite launches and to progressively reduce the cost of launch,
which is vital in the commercial launch market.
Space Climate Observatory
This serves as a global pool of scientific data with satellite data on climate change together with its
national and local impacts. The trends in this area to provide regularly refreshed data to enable all
stakeholders to use it for their impact studies.
Robotic exploration
The space exploration missions proposed for the upcoming years demand significant advancements,
particularly in the area of robotics to enable future exploration missions. The upcoming missions to
Moon, Mars, Sun and Jupiter including sample return missions, are the advanced trends in the area of
space exploration.

2.4. Summary
This chapter gave an overview of space competencies in the biggest spacefaring powers (US, Russia,
ESA, China, Japan and India) and the national space competencies of France. Space competencies are
skills or abilities related to space, which public and private actors have. The conventional way of doing
space activities was, and to an extent still is, exclusively through governmental space programs.
Today, commercial actors are more involved in space activities, collaborating on an increasing basis
with governments on national space programs, or conducting independent commercial space
projects. The list of space competencies mapped include: rocket engineering, satellites and satellites
systems, deep space, aerospace engineering, payload testing, astronaut programs, mission control
centers, and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). The list of French space sector trends
includes: science, telecommunications, earth observation, defense, advanced propulsion systems,
healthcare, satellite launches, space climate observation, and robotic exploration.
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Chapter 3
3. Global space technology trends
Global space technology trends are driven by: a) national security, b) expansion of space-based
applications to meet user requirements, and c) scientific objectives pursuing human space exploration
and robotic deep space exploration (Association of European Space Research Establishments (ESRE),
2017).
Traditionally, governments were the major source of funding for innovation in the space sector. The
entry of commercial players has opened up new dimensions and trends. This has resulted in
significant overall growth across global space markets. Figure 3-1 shows projected spending for all key
global space markets up to 2040. From this graph, we can see an overall increase in revenue across
the space sector. In particular, the most significant economic growth is expected to be for ‘Second
Order Impacts’, which refers to indirect impacts generated by the space sector, e.g. improvements in
internet bandwidth (Sheetz, 2018). Conversely, first order impact refers to the direct impact from the
space sector.

Figure 3-1 Forecast of Global Space Spending (Morgan Stanley, 2019)
Activities in the space sector may be categorized into upstream, midstream and downstream (PwC,
2019; see Figure 3-2), defined as:
●
●
●

Upstream: Activities contributing to building and setting up an operational space system, such
as manufacturing launchers and satellites (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018).
Midstream: Activities related to all operations including those supporting upstream and
downstream activities, such as ground control operations and launch services (PwC, 2019).
Downstream: Activities utilizing upstream and midstream research and technology to create a
range of different applications (Space Safety Magazine, 2014). For example, satellite data may
be used to monitor climate change and public health, land use, and energy efficiency in urban
environments (Garzón et al, 2014).
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Figure 3-2 Global Space Technology Trends (PwC, 2019; Bryce Space and Technology, 2018)
The budget for each category of activities in 2016, was €92bn, €28bn, and €187bn respectively for
upstream, midstream, and downstream, as shown in Figure 3-3. The projected budget in 2040
suggests increases in all streams (Figure 3-3); a primary motivation for industries to pursue activities
in the space sector.

Figure 3-3 Segregation of global space spending in €bn (PwC, 2019)
Figure 3-4 presents the financial contributions of government and commercial actors in the space
market, totaling €280bn in 2013, with a projected spending of €400bn in 2024. Commercial actors
shared 75% of the space market in 2013; projected to be 86% in 2024.
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Figure 3-4 Global space market trend with contribution of commercial and government (Space
Foundations, 2015)

3.1. Upstream space sector
The upstream space sector includes a broad spectrum of activities involved in sending objects into
space. The technology trends in the upstream global space sector can be categorized into three
markets: 1) commercial satellite market, 2) launch market, and 3) research & development. This
section analyses demand, funding and investment for each.
3.1.1. Commercial Satellite Market
Downstream market demand for various satellite applications is the driving force for developments in
the commercial satellite market. A satellite constellation is a system of satellites that work together to
achieve a single purpose (Rouse, 2017). Low cost small satellite (<100kg) constellations are preferred
in comparison to single conventional, large, and powerful satellites (Association of European Space
Research Establishments (ESRE), 2017). Small satellite constellations complement the inherent
advantages of increased launch feasibility, reduced waiting times for manufacturing and launching,
and reduced risk of failure. The trends in commercial satellite market are discussed in this section.
Small Satellite Constellations
The several satellite constellation installations, for various applications, is a key driver for the future
satellite market. This opens up new opportunities for small satellite start-ups to establish themselves,
and for existing commercial space businesses to diversify their activities. According to market
projections, it is anticipated that by 2030, an average of over 700 small satellites will be launched
every year (see Figure 3-5).
Small satellite constellations reduce the time it takes to put satellite missions into operation. From the
projected €33bn future satellite market, which includes satellites being launched for downstream
applications, manufacturing costs take the major share of around 58%, or around €20bn (Bryce Space
and Technology, 2018).
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Figure 3-5 Number of small satellites (<500kg) segregated as single mission and constellations history of launches and future trend (PwC, 2019)
COTS Components for Satellite Subsystems
A decrease in manufacturers producing space qualified components, combined with improvements in
the reliability of satellite components, have led to increased demand for COTS components. COTS
components are readily available and widely used, so that the time incurred in manufacturing custom
devices is reduced. Often, COTS components are mass produced and their stock managed using
databases (i.e. Bills of Materials (BoMs)). The cost advantage of using COTS components comes from
their economy of scale, as the high-volume mass production reduces the unit cost of each
component. This reduces the overall cost to produce satellites.
The cost of satellite system components accounts for around 5-10% of the total satellite cost
(Friedlander, 2017). With a market value estimated at €16bn for satellite production in 2020 (Morgan
Stanley, 2019), the market for components is worth up to €1.6bn. To ensure component reliability,
testing is carried out for certification before they are integrated into spacecraft subsystems. To
execute these tests, proper testing facilities at various levels (at the individual component level, circuit
board level, and integrated system level) are required to verify component performance and
reliability.
Increased Onboard Processing for High Throughput Satellites
Increasing numbers of satellites in space and the scarce availability of orbits incentivizes increasing
satellite throughput, particularly for communications satellites. Advanced communication and
computer processing systems onboard are capable of increasing satellite throughputs from several
100 Gigabytes per second to several Terabytes per second (Association of European Space Research
Establishments (ESRE), 2017).
The communications industry is the largest shareholder in terms of the revenue in the space sector.
Revenues in 2017 were €116bn, increasing by around 10% each year, growing close to €226bn by
2025 (PwC, 2019). Improved onboard processing, allowing more and faster data transfer, is a key
technological driver for growth in the market.
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3.1.2. Launch market
Demand for satellite launchers is increasing because of emerging space players. This is aimed towards
utilizing space for various applications, including private parties, driving the ‘New space' movement
(New space is a movement and philosophy encompassing a globally emerging private spaceflight
industry), (European Investment Bank, 2019). Launch vehicles and their historic share of total
launches is given in Figure 3-6. The classification of launchers is based on the mass of a payload that
the launcher can carry, dividing launchers into micro (<500kg), light (<1000kg), medium (<2000kg),
and heavy (>4000kg). The choice of a launcher is evaluated based on launch cost per kilogram and
launch on demand capability. The reusability of rocket stages, several of which make up a launcher, is
a trend to save costs amid associated constraints. However, a major challenge is that additional fuel is
required to return the rocket stages to Earth. Additionally, there are technological development
required to bring back these stages back and refurbishment costs. Therefore, although the reusable
launcher market is experiencing growth, it may be difficult to enter without large initial investment.

Figure 3-6 Type and number of Launch vehicles during the period 2014-2018 (PwC,
2019)
Low Cost Access to Space, Including Micro and Reusable Launchers
The primary motive for building launchers with lower launch costs and on-demand services is to
exploit the market demand for satellites. Projected market demand for satellites by 2030 indicates a
significant increase in the number of required launches (deduced from Figure 3-5). The projected
demand for launches in the next 10 years is shown in Figure 3-6. There is an increase in demand to
decrease the size of micro launchers, and therefore the cost of launching. This may lead to
innovations in rocket engines, performance enhancement of existing engines, more specialized
testing facilities, and new certification procedures. All major spacefaring nations are exploring
reusable launch capabilities. For example, ESA are developing Prometheus (Iannetti, et al., 2017), a
reusable rocket engine, in order to reduce lifecycle costs and improve reliability, robustness,
commercial flexibility, and market availability. The trends adopted in the area of launchers include:
COTS hardware to fly directly into space; exploitation of the benefits of existing mass production
techniques and philosophies; advanced and efficient rocket engines, including better propulsion
technologies; system design, analysis and optimization for identified launcher concepts; reusable
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propellant tank insulation and integration with thermal protection; increased robustness and lifetime
of rocket engine components; and smart, reliable, miniaturized, automated and integrated avionics.
The small satellite launch market has a current value of €0.13bn, which is expected to grow to €1.7bn
by 2025. The launch services market, worth €9.8bn in 2017, is forecast to be worth €41bn in 2026
(Morgan Stanley, 2019).
Space Exploration and Human Spaceflight
Space exploration and human spaceflight missions demand significant technological development for
scientific purposes. The present capability of launching humans into space is limited to the Soyuz
capsule launched from Russia, and Shenzhou from China. Figure 3-7 shows present and future
transport for human spaceflight, including those from private parties. The key areas demanding
significant development for accomplishing both governmental and commercial human spaceflights
include launch (launching from earth to orbit) and re-entry (returning from orbit back to earth); inspace human habitation modules and infrastructure; bio regenerative life support systems to provide
a habitable biosphere; robotics for planetary/moon exploration; deep-space propulsion; long duration
storage and transfer of cryogenics; space tourism, requiring techniques for ensuring human
wellbeing, such as mitigating the negative effects of radiation and microgravity; autonomous mission
control centers, and collaborative exploration robots.
Figure 3-7 summarizes the capability of present and future human missions including the share of
private players. Private players, namely SpaceX, Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic, are also developing
their capabilities. Upcoming technologies for human spaceflight in the public sector include the Space
Launch System (SLS) of NASA and the Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark III (GSLV MKIII)
of India.

Figure 3-7 Status of human spaceflights worldwide

3.1.3. Research and Development
Innovations throughout the space sector value chain, from fundamental research to satellite
applications, constitute another trend in this relatively young industry. Research and development
potential in particular regions can be represented by the number of patents and scientific publications
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(OECD, 2019a). France holds a significant share of space related patents (Figure 3-8). G7 countries,
including France and the US, contribute the most scientific publications related to space (Figure 3-9).
These statistics show that France has the potential to support future demand for space research and
development.

Figure 3-8 Country's share of space related Patents 2000-2013 (OECD, 2019a)
Advancements in the next decade will enhance capabilities due to the introduction of robotic
technologies. The incorporation of robotics has significantly improved safety, efficiency, and
productivity in the manufacturing, automotive, and medical care industries. Using robotics in the
space sector will provide promising solutions to the various space exploration demands. The road
map for the research trends in the next decade is shown in Figure 3-10.

Figure 3-9 Space related scientific publication per region (2014) - In terms of number of publications
(OECD, 2019a)

Figure 3-10 R&D space technology roadmap (Naja-Corbin et.al, 2008)
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3.2. Midstream space sector
The midstream sector includes activities that are related to satellite operations and capacity. Here,
we analyzed the midstream technology trends into two markets: in-orbit operations, and ground
operations and servicing.
3.2.1. In-Orbit Operations

The technology trends for in-orbit operation mainly include satellite operations and On-Orbit
Servicing (OOS).
Satellite Operations
Satellites operations provide Telemetry, Tracking & Control (TT&C) services, and the operation of
ground control stations (IBISWorld, 2019a). Telemetry involves receiving data from the satellite;
tracking means that ground stations use devices to track satellites for orbit parameters; control refers
to ground stations sending commands to the satellite. The first trend in global TT&C is the use of relay
satellites to build space-based TT&C systems, where satellite data is transferred (relayed) numerous
times between ground and space. Space-based TT&C is reported to be the best way of solving the
problems of tracking orbits, achieving high-speed data transmission, tracking multiple targets,
compressing of overseas stations, and reducing the cost of complex and expensive communication
lines. Space-based TT&C is moving to open architecture (which refers to an open pool where resource
and information sharing occurs, IBISWorld, 2019a) and a unified system standard. This will result in
comprehensive utilization and information sharing from satellite systems, greatly improving the
overall efficiency of midstream activities. The second trend is the development of satellite operations
that are adaptable to small satellites, constellations, and networks, including operation technologies
to service multiple targets and control complex tasks (Li, et al., 2005).
According to IBISWorld (2019a), the market size for radar and satellite operations in the US market
was €4.56bn in 2009, and was predicted to increase to €10.89bn in 2019 (Figure 3-11). Between 2014
and 2019, the growth of 7.4% on average was faster than the overall USA economy (IBISWorld,
2019b). The market demand for in-orbit operations increased proportionally with demand of
downstream satellite services (IBISWorld, 2019b). For satellite operations, network equipment
contributes substantially to the market, and global network equipment revenues increased by 7%
between 2015 and 2016 (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-11 Market Size of Radar & Satellite Operations in the USA (IBISWorld, 2019b)

Figure 3-12 The global satellite network equipment revenues (Bryce Space and Technology, 2017)

Satellite operators, both public and private, provide commercial satellite capacities to the
government, private contractors, and certain military organizations (IBISWorld, 2019a). In the US,
government investment is projected to slow down after 2019, which may have a negative impact on
the industry; the primary revenue is dependent on the government sector. This will stimulate
opportunities for new commercial entities and incentivize demand to find markets in industries
(IBISWorld, 2019a).
On-orbit Servicing
On-orbit Servicing (OOS) includes remote support, orbit maintenance, repairing, refueling, upgrading,
assembly, and debris management (Davis, Mayberry and Penn, 2019). As a result of space operation
robotics, OOS is reported to be a new frontier of the space industry, and will revolutionize the way we
use space (Swarts, 2017).
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Though OOS is still young, the potential market is enormous; it is expected to reach €4.0bn
cumulatively before 2028 (Cambridge, 2019). Today, OOS is mainly performed by government
entities, but that is changing. Chandah Space Technologies, Effective Space, Airbus, Astroscale, and
tens of other companies are working to bring commercial OOS services to the space market. Over
time, the OOS market will expand, growing from simple capabilities in the short term to complex
space missions that rely on OOS (Davis, Mayberry and Penn, 2019).
Currently, OOS is mainly government-funded. With the successes of several OOS demonstration
missions in the past few years, such as the assembly of the ISS, the potential of the commercial
market’s participation is very high in OOS technologies.
3.2.2. Ground Operations and Servicing
Ground operations and servicing refers to maintaining launch pad facilities and launch services.
Generally, the launch services market is a driver of space industry because it provides access to send
objects into outer space and carry out space activities.
In 2018, launch services accounted for 1.7% of the global space economy and is expected to increase
in the future (Bryce Space and Technology, 2019). This is due to rapid development in the space
industry and a demand for greater launch capacity. National budget restrictions, combined with the
emergence of new players (e.g. SpaceX and Blue Origin), promote a more competitive and customeroriented launch services market. Between 2013 and 2018, SpaceX grew its share of the global
commercial launch market from 5% to over 60%, while Russian space corporation Roscosmos' share
of the market decreased sharply from almost 50% to 5% (Bockel, 2018). New entrants have further
reduced launch cost, such as SpaceX with its reusable rocket technology. Government facilities have
traditionally served as launch pads for commercial entities. In the US, there are 19 active and licensed
launch pads, ten of which are operated by the US government for private companies (Bockel, 2018).
There are an additional three launch pads not licensed by the US government. These are owned and
operated by commercial entities for their own vehicles (Bockel, 2018). The global space industry is
growing and so the demand for launch services has also grown. This means that launch service
providers should develop launch facilities to meet the demand of both government and commercial
customers. For example, the Kennedy Space Centre (KSC) future spaceport plan, a port for launching
into space, indicates the future of launch pad systems as comprising of:
1. Spaceport launch and landing operations areas, including testing and processing facilities for
various launch operation-related systems.
2. A central campus with the administrative hub, institutional and resident program
management, and visitor complex in a spaceport.
3. Renewable energy research and production sites to meet the power demands for all
operations (NASA, 2010).
The global space economy was valued at €307bn in 2016. The ground infrastructure contributed 2.9%
(PwC, 2019). KSC, for example, has a combined infrastructure budget of €4.9bn (see Figure 3-13).
Facilities that support space transportation (launch pads, crawler way etc.) accounted for €2.2bn.
Horizontal infrastructure such as roads and bridges, water pipes, sewer pipes, and storm water pipes,
make up €0.96bn of the total market valuation.
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Figure 3-13 Percentage contribution of various components of KSC facilities and infrastructure in the
total value of €4.9bn (NASA, 2010)

3.3. Downstream space sector
As previously defined, downstream space activities use upstream and midstream research and
technology to create a range of different applications (Space Safety Magazine, 2014). This idea
manifests itself through various mediums in modern society, be it the telecommunications we need
to make calls on our mobile phones, or the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) required for a
logistics company to deliver our packages. Ultimately, we make use of downstream space applications
in our everyday lives, yet often take their connection to space for granted.
According to the Association of European Space Research Establishments (ESRE) 2017, one of the
overarching elements driving innovation in the space sector is the expansion of downstream
applications. Recent figures (2016) from PwC (2019) state downstream space activities to be worth
€187bn, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of +2% between 2012 and 2016. This includes
space services, worth €95bn with a +3% CAGR, and consumer equipment, such as user devices, worth
€92bn with +2% CAGR (PwC, 2019). CAGR is defined as “the rate of return that would be required for
an investment to grow from its beginning balance to its ending balance, assuming the profits were
reinvested at the end of each year of the investment’s lifespan” (Murphy, 2019).
Space services can be broadly categorized into communication, navigation and Earth observation
(Huang, S. 2018). Space service activities make up the largest segment of the satellite industry today.
However, The Satellite Industry Association (SIA) (2019, p.2) reported a decrease in economic growth
for space services of -1.7% between 2017 and 2018, “reflecting the satellite TV and transponder
leasing markets”.
Although the CAGRs for downstream space markets have not changed much in recent years,
economists expect notable growth in downstream markets. This is due to rapid advancements in
enabling technologies, as well as substantial reductions in launch costs and satellite manufacturing
costs, as discussed for upstream. According to Lebeau, et al. (2013), overall turnover in the space
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industry induces significant turnover from downstream uses over upstream activities, at a ratio of
approximately 20:1. Worldwide, the majority of investment in space activities, including downstream,
comes from governments via procurement and financial grants to public agencies, research institutes,
universities and the private sector (OECD, 2019b).

3.3.1. Space services
Communication
Telecommunication services rely on the capabilities of mobile networks and satellite networks (OECD,
2019b). Economists predict a CAGR of +6.4% in this market to nearly €3867bn by 2022 (Business
Wire, 2019). At the moment, the biggest change in the telecommunications market is the
introduction of 5G connectivity. This is the fifth-generation cellular network technology. Once
available, 5G is expected to create significant business opportunities (Cradlepoint, 2017), helping
telecommunication companies to gain revenue in the fixed broadband market and Business-toBusiness (B2B) opportunities, such as smart cities and the Internet of Things (IoT) (Deloitte, 2019).
Beers, 2019 states that “the sector's biggest challenge is to keep up with people's demand for
speedier data connectivity, higher resolution, quicker video streaming, and ample multimedia
applications”. The solution to the challenge is the key trends in the communication sector. To meet
these demands, requisites for 5G will include much more spectrally efficient technologies, as well
additional spectrum beyond what is currently used by 3G and 4G. These are the third and fourthgeneration cellular network technologies. 5G will require frequency bands above 24 GHz, which poses
considerable challenges in terms of radio wave propagation. High frequency bands are also used by a
number of radio communication services, notably for satellite communications, weather forecasting,
monitoring of Earth resources, and climate change (International Telecommunications Union (ITU),
2018). It is therefore essential that international agreement is reached on determining 5G-only
frequency bands to avoid any potential conflict or interference.
Earth Observation
Earth observation (EO) is the acquisition, collection, analysis and presentation of data on Earthly
physical, chemical and biological systems from satellite-based observations (Strada, 2018).
Applications of EO include weather forecasting, defense and intelligence, natural resource
management, and energy resource management (PwC, 2019). End users may include farmers,
militaries, public authorities, logistics companies, airports, weather forecasters, and mining
companies. The following EO market trends have been identified by PwC, 2019:
● Changing market dynamics
○ Vertical Integration - Data providers are becoming analytics providers
○ Cost Reduction - Access to computing power and storage capacity is becoming
cheaper, thanks to cloud technologies
● Move towards open innovation
○ A number of open data sources for EO data are becoming available (Landsat,
Copernicus)
○ Increase in innovation with open source tools (GitLab, Jupyter, Docker)
● Emerging platform paradigm
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○

●

Thanks to digitalization of geospatial marketplaces, satellite data providers are
moving to a subscription-based business model
A need for actionable intelligence solutions
○ End-users of EO data do not have strong technical knowledge or storage capacity inhouse, and so require very specific insights

According to PwC (2019), the key challenge for EO services is a low rate of market adoption. This is in
reference to the “the pace at which a new technology is acquired and used by the public” (Kenton,
2018)), due to a lack of awareness from executive decision-makers combined with their reluctance to
invest in large digital transformation projects. Seminari (2019) substantiates that the EO market is
highly fragmented, and that the main barriers to market growth are not knowing about EO data and
where to find it. The barriers are being unable to access the data in a rapid and cost-effective way,
and the difficulty of presenting the data in a format which adds value to end users.
Despite the challenges above, EO “spurs a growing commercial market, mainly by the provision of
high-resolution optical and radar imagery” (Association of European Space Research Establishments
(ESRE), 2017, p.9). Northern Sky Research (NSR) predicts annual demand for EO data and services to
increase from approximately €3.4bn to €7.7bn between 2017 and 2027 (Werner, 2018). This
expected growth in key downstream markets is represented in Figure 3-14. The biggest segment is
information products, used for various applications like geology, mineralogy etc. The next major area
is EO data and big data, which is used for environmental analyses such as weather prediction. In value
added services, information derived from EO data is applied to add value, such as precipitation
forecasts provided to a farmer to improve crop yield.
In the next decade, over 150 satellites will be launched for various EO missions, such as pollution
monitoring, weather forecasting, and surface deformation detection (Kar, et al, 2015; Lei and Brown,
2017; Wang, et al, 2015). Euroconsult (2018) predicts that the EO market for these types of valueadded services could be worth up to €8bn by 2027. Figure 3-15 shows this potential growth by
various fragments of the EO market. From this, we can see that the defense sector creates the
majority of the demand, followed by infrastructure.
A notable technological enabler for downstream market growth is small satellites (<500kg). Northern
Sky Research (2018) predicts that small satellites will produce 24% of the total EO market revenue by
2027, compared with 11% in 2017. Additionally, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is quickly becoming
entrenched in the EO market. This enables effective handling of the growing abundance of data
generated by satellites. In 2017, significant investments were made in startups leveraging machine
learning (i.e. “data analysis that automates analytical model building” (SAS Institute, 2019)), and other
forms of AI to extract invaluable insights from satellite imagery. In fact, “AI-driven EO startups raised
€108 million in 2017 - nearly three times more than in 2016” (Komissarov, 2018). The sector also
demands advanced image processing algorithms and increased computational power for real time
applications.
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Figure 3-14 EO Value-Added Services Market: 2017-2027 (Euroconsult, 2018)

Figure 3-15 Global Satellite-Based EO Market by Segment (Northern Sky Research, 2018)
Navigation
Navigation play a key role int he current space sector. It accounts for the largest proportion of
commercial space services and products, with an revenue of €82.6bn in 2016 (Huang, 2018). It is
indispensable in present society, as it is involved in leisure, safety and performance, for example in
mobile games, live traffic updates and fitness trackers (PwC, 2019). Satellite navigation systems
provide space navigation and positioning, based on satellites providing three dimensional coordinates
and information on the speed and time of the user at any location in the air or the earth’s surface, for
an ever expanding clientele (Huang, 2018). GNSS is a satellite navigation system providing global
coverage which provides information about time, speed, routes and positions and a wide range of
users from every sector makes use of it (PwC, 2019). Currently, there are four GNSS’s in orbit: Global
Positioning System (GPS) from the United States, GLONASS from Russia, Galileo from the European
Union and BeiDou from China.
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Future applications for navigation services will most importantly push for greater accuracy. Satellite
constellation receivers, which are compatible with multiple GNSS signals, are expected to give end
users the added benefit of using more navigation systems which enhances the accuracy of
information. In-vehicle equipment and Location-Based Services (LBS) are being significantly
developed, with LBS benefitting from the fast growth of the software applications market (PwC,
2019). Increased vital infrastructure in society relies on time synchronization from GNSS, on which
financial transactions, telecommunication networks, management of electrical grids, and power
plants, are dependent (Association of European Space Research Establishments (ESRE), 2017).
With considerable improvements in signal availability, reliability and positioning accuracy, more uses
for GNSS will become available or improved, such as autonomous driving, unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV, also known as drones) navigation and IoT connectivity (Huang, 2018). Additionally, the rapid
development in wireless telecommunication demands a higher timing accuracy, with requirements as
high as 10 nanoseconds appearing (Association of European Space Research Establishments (ESRE),
2017).
An increase in usage and growing dependence in the near future means the safety and robustness of
navigation signals must be able to resist spoofing threats and jamming, which will interfere with the
satellite signals and render them useless (PwC, 2019). Critical safety applications, for land, sea, and air
traffic, will become more reliant on GNSS for navigation. This will increase the necessity for security
measures to be built into GNSS. Strict standards currently in use for GNSS usage in aviation will likely
become required for other applications as well (Association of European Space Research
Establishments (ESRE), 2017).
Considering potential future demands, the global market for navigation products and services will
grow rapidly. Over the next decade, the market size is expected to grow to €244bn (Huang, 2018).
Businesses enabled by GNSS, which manufacture satellite-dedicated devices and provide satelliterelated services, are not expected to change greatly in the future. However, end user demands are
expected to grow, mainly for indoor positioning and high precision applications. Improved satellite
signals will enable cross-market applications like oil and gas exploration, fleet management of ground
vehicles, planes and ships, and precision farming using GNSS to gather data about their crops that
could improve the yield (PwC, 2019).

3.3.2. Consumer Equipment
Ground Equipment
GNSS devices, television satellite dishes, and computer chipsets account for the largest part of
revenues that are considered ground equipment (Bryce Space and Technology, 2019). Ground
equipment refers to infrastructure here on Earth that provides a destination for information
transmitted by satellites to their subsequent transmitters and receivers. The main example of this
infrastructure is antennas that transmit and receive different communication signals like television
and satellite radio. This includes user terminals, like corporate dish antennas, dishes for satellite
television on rooftops, and data accounting and distribution systems, which are involved in identifying
errors in transmission and responding to them appropriately. These systems are rarely monitored by
people, as monitoring is usually automated (Bockel, 2018).
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Of the total revenue of the space industry, 34% comes from ground services in the range of €107.1bn.
Consumer equipment, including GNSS, contributes €96.6bn to this. Small consumer products,
consisting of computer chips in mobile phones, for location purposes and standalone navigation
devices, all make use of GNSS. €16.5bn is spent on other consumer equipment not involving GNSS
(Bockel, 2018), such as radio, satellite television and broadband terminals. Network equipment such
as equipment for gathering news, accounts for €8.9bn of the revenue (Bryce Space and Technology,
2019). A growth in this sector can be attributed to an increasing demand for specialized GNSS
computer chips in consumer products such as smart phones (Bockel, 2018). This demand has resulted
in a growth of the GNSS industry from a €40.7bn industry in 2012, to €77.7bn in 2016. It is expected
to continue grow steadily in the future (Bockel, 2018).

3.4. Summary

This chapter presents the global space trends in the sectors of upstream, midstream and downstream
space sector. Analysis shows significant increase in space budget for the future trends attributed to
increased demand for space applications, and increased participation of private parties. Global space
economy for the year 2040 forecasts as €1.0 trillion (Morgan Stanley, 2019) compared to €318bn for
the year 2018 (Bryce Space & Technology, 2018). There are several space trends which are receiving
immense focus to accomplishthe future goals in the space sector. The market demand for each of the
trends, and investment forecasts, is also presented. In the downstream space market, has the most
significant turnover (Lebeau, et al., 2013) compared to midstream and upstream. Growth is
anticipated as space services are becoming more widely available and more common. A growth is
expected in the field’s biggest usages, such as communications, EO, navigation and consumer
equipment. The space trends, and the corresponding key technologies, required to accomplish
demands of the space market is shown in Figure 3-16. To building regional competencies in the space
sector, it was essential to map these key technologies with the regional capabilities.
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Figure 3-16 Summary of global space trends and key technologies to support them
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Chapter 4
4. Mapping the regional industrial expertise - Case study: Alsace,
France
The goal of this chapter is to develop a methodology to map regional industrial expertise and to apply
the methodology to Alsace in Grand Est.

4.1. Overview of mapping the regional industrial expertise
The approach described in this report aims to match regional expertise and space trends, then
identify opportunities to boost space competencies. To do so, a map of the regional expertise is
required. Mapping regional industrial expertise entails the identification of existing companies in the
region. To do this, useful governmental resources were collected. Since enterprises should be
registered within the region or state where they have their taxable place of business, many states
keep a public register of the companies registered with them. These allow the identification of
existing companies in a country, or a given administrative area is such smaller registers exist. Registers
often have information on the main activity, location, revenue and employment figures of a given
company.
The next step is to categorize companies by sector. To do this, industry sectors of the region are
defined and then companies can be organized by sectors, based on the main activity mentioned in a
public register.
Finally, the main industrial sectors of the region can be classified based on revenue and number of
employees in listed companies, as these parameters are linked to larger enterprises who most often
have higher revenues or a greater number of employees than smaller companies. These enterprises
have a greater influence on regional industrial expertise in comparison to the smaller enterprises.
Figure 4-1 shows a flowchart of the proposed methodology for mapping regional industrial expertise.
In France, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) in a region maintains a register of companies
in that region. Of the three that form Grand Est (Champagne-Ardenne, Lorraine, and Alsace), the CCI
of Alsace offers the most elaborate public list of companies in its territory. The CCI websites from
Champagne-Ardenne (CCI Champagne-Ardenne, 2019) and Lorraine (CCI Grand Nancy Métropole,
2019) have less accessibility to their registers. In the case of Champagne-Ardenne, the user can search
for companies but with less search criteria than the CCI of Alsace. The public CCI register for Lorraine
is even less accessible. Therefore, we have focused on Alsace for this case study.

4.2. Case study: Alsace
The directory of industrial enterprises in Alsace contains 19609 companies. Each entity is categorized
under one of 300 Activité Principale de l’Entreprise (Main Activity of Companies, or APE) codes of the
Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques classification (National institute of
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statistics and economic classification studies) referring to the main activity of respective enterprises
(CCI Alsace Eurométropole, 2019). This allows to categorize companies in sectors based on their main
activity.

Figure 4-1 Flowchart to map regional industrial expertise

A full overview of industry in Alsace can be found on the website of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Alsace (CCI Alsace Eurométropole, 2019). Part of the methodology presented in this
chapter is to identify the main sectors in the Alsace region. Our focus is on companies with the
highest number of total employees (>5000) and revenues larger than €2 million. Applying these
criteria produced 73 enterprises (see Appendix A).
The Grand Est website states that the region has nine major sectors: chemistry and materials, wood
and forestry, machinery and equipment, metallurgy, health technologies, energy, the agro-food
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industry, agro-resources, and automotive industry. (Grand Est Region, 2019) These sectors can be
linked to the main activity of enterprises (CCI Alsace Eurométropole, 2019, see Appendix A). Once the
companies were linked to different sectors, the total revenue as well as the total number of
employees in each sector was determined, as shown in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. This shows in which
sector most people are employed as well as where the most revenue is generated, indicating the
driving industrial sectors of Alsace.

Figure 4-2 Revenue per sector in Alsace (adapted from CCI Alsace, 2019)
Figure 4-2 shows that the energy sector has the largest percentage of revenue generated in Alsace.
This is mainly because one of the eight companies active in this sector, Electricité de France SA, which
generates electricity, had a revenue of nearly €42 billion in 2011. It should be noted that the revenue
mentioned in the register from the CCI Alsace website refers to the revenue of the entire company,
not just its regional office or plant. Electricité de France SA is a major player in the energy sector, with
multiple divisions spread across France. (EDF, 2019)
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Figure 4-3: Figure 4-1, excluding the revenue from Electricité de France (adapted from CCI Alsace
Eurométropole, 2019)
Figure 4-3 shows the same data as Figure 4-2, excluding the billions of revenue from Electricité de
France. The chart shown in Figure 4-3 is more evenly distributed: in terms of revenue, the
automotive, agro-food, machine-equipment and chemistry-materials industries are all in the 15-22%
range. Therefore, these industries are also main drivers of industrial expertise in Alsace.

Figure 4-4 Degree of employment per sector in Alsace (Adapted from CCI Alsace Eurométropole,
2019).
Figure 4-4 shows the degree of employment per sector in Alsace, which provides an insight into the
industrial expertise that employees have in the region. The automotive and machine equipment
industries have a similar percentage of employees. However, the share of employees in the agro-food
and chemistry-materials industries is much smaller than in Figure 4-5. The inverse is true for the
health technology and the energy sectors.
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Since France works with specific pôles de compétitivité (poles of competitiveness), it is important to
verify if the findings above correspond to the official poles of competitiveness in the Grand Est region,
and more specifically in Alsace. This provides insight into the correctness of the methodology set
forward in this chapter. According to CCI Grand Est (CCI Grand Est, 2019), the Grand Est region has six
poles of competitiveness:
1. Industries and agro-resources, focusing on the production and optimal use of biological
resources (agriculture, forestry, marine resources or by-products and residues) for food,
industrial and energy purposes. (IAR, 2019)
2. Alsace Biovalley, discovering and developing new drugs, medical-surgical, and robotic
technologies. (CCI Grand Est, 2019)
3. Vehicles of the future, developing solutions for future vehicles and means of mobility.
4. Materalia (materials), bringing about materials and processes for the transformation of
materials for industrial use. (CCI Grand Est, 2019)
5. Fibers Energivie (energy fibers), focusing on sustainable materials and buildings for efficient
energy solutions. (Fibres Energivie, 2019)
6. Hydreos (water management), supporting the development of the water industry. (Hydreos,
2019)
According to the Alsace website, Alsace has 4 of these poles: Alsace BioValley, energy fibers, water
management, and vehicles of the future (Alsace Region, 2019). Energy fibers and water management
are not represented in Figure 4-3, and are therefore not included in our map of industrial
competitiveness in Alsace. This could be explained by the fact that due to the nature of these poles,
no big industrial enterprises are involved, whereas vehicles of the future is a topic that would typically
be covered by big enterprises like car manufacturers, for example. Nonetheless, the main sectors in
the region are captured with the methodology put forward in this chapter.
Due to the lack of big enterprises active in the space sector in the Grand Est region, it would be
interesting to compare Grand Est to a region with strong competencies in space activities e.g. the
Haute-Garonne department. Figure 4-5 shows the number of employees per sector in the HauteGaronne department. Although different sectors are active there, it is clear that this department also
has a dominant manufacturing industry, and is also quite active in the automotive industry. According
to numbers from CCI Haute-Garonne, roughly 10% of the employees in this department work at major
major space employers including Airbus, Altran, CNES, and Thales Alenia Space.
Comparing Haute-Garonne to Alsace shows a clear difference in their areas of industrial expertise.
Toulouse in Haute-Garonne has multiple big enterprises active in the space sector, while Alsace
currently has none. Smaller companies in Grand Est are nonetheless active in the space sector, using
space data for services or as subcontractors for big space-oriented enterprises. Examples are Airstar
Aerospace producing thermal protection for satellites, and Degoisey SAS which provide mechanical
subassemblies for first tier and premium manufacturers in the space industry. However, these smaller
actors do not currently drive regional industrial expertise on the basis of revenue and employee
numbers.
Next to the six poles of competitiveness mentioned above, there are other business clusters in Grand
Est aiming to structure know-how in the following domains: new technologies; chemistry;
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aeronautics; plastics; agriculture; railway; textiles; energy; eco-companies that produce goods and
services that measure, prevent, limit or correct environmental impacts; automobiles, forestry; and
home improvement to design and develop future housing (CCI Grand Est, 2019; eco-enterprises,
2019; Direccte Grand Est, 2019). For aeronautics there are two clusters, AERIADES and AERO ALSACE,
that group smaller companies active in various niches in the aerospace and/or space sector.

Figure 4-5 Amount of employees per sector in the Toulouse Haute-Garonne (adapted from CCI
Toulouse Haute-Garonne, September 2018).
A first step towards increasing the regional space competitiveness in the Grand Est region could,
therefore, be to boost activities in these smaller companies, stimulating them to become larger subcontractors for big space enterprises. The regional incubator network, as well as the European Space
Agency Business Incubator Centers (ESA BIC) network, might be useful here as they help new and
startup companies develop by providing services such as management training, budget, or office
space. The goal of the ESA BIC network is “to promote the creation of companies based on the
transfer of technologies from the space sector to other economic sectors, and on the development of
services and applications derived from space technologies” (ESA, 2019).

4.3. Summary
In conclusion, this chapter lays out a methodology to map the main industrial expertise in a region by
investigating the revenues and employees from companies using publicly available registers of
companies. Consideration based on revenues allows the inclusion of all company sizes while the
number of employees is used to indicate the amount of labor focused on a given skill.
SpacEst completed a case study for Alsace, where most industrial poles of competitiveness for Grand
Est were represented in the map generated via the methodology in this chapter. To get a more
complete and representative result of the whole region, the full company database from the CCI
Alsace would have to be used, rather than only looking at the companies with the highest revenues
and most employees. As this would include smaller companies, over time this would allow inferences
to be made about the growth of smaller companies. Appendix B lists the big enterprises in Alsace.
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Chapter 5
5. Matching the regional industrial expertise to space trends
5.1. Overview
In this chapter is an innovative framework to match regional industrial competencies with current
space trends. This will help regional decision makers find the sometimes not so overt connections
between their local industries and a new economy. By exploiting this tool, users will have the right
settings to promote regional competitiveness in the space sector. After showing a few examples of
tools unrelated to space that are used when matching industries, our new tool and the way to use it is
explained. Taking data from previous chapters, the tool is then applied to Grand Est as a case study.
Cross-industry collaboration and innovation are familiar concepts among economic strategists and
policy makers. Growing competitiveness is one main factor for pushing different industries toward
collaboration and innovation. This requires an open and flexible approach from industry leaders, since
many regard their intellectual capital as one of their largest assets and may refrain from sharing it.
Finding solely internal solutions for increasing competitiveness is becoming virtually impossible with
the rapidly growing and globalizing economy. There is a limit to the amount of knowledge and skills
one organization can own.
Cross-industry collaboration can come in various forms: shared resources, ideas, knowledge,
personnel, and others. Sometimes, even a new business can be formed as a strategic maneuver.
Among the main reasons to collaborate are achieving access to resources in a rapid and affordable
way, opening up to new markets, learning new capabilities, trying to create novel value, increasing
competitiveness, and the potential for company success while lowering the risks taken in the process.
An interesting take on this can be seen in Huizingh (2011), which divided the reasons for companies
to accept this idea of welcoming collaboration. The reasons discussed are defensive goals, as
reduction of risks, and offensive goals, seeking to stimulate growth and competitiveness. Against this
approach are reasons such as losing control and autonomy, protection of intellectual assets as a key
to success, and building inner capabilities generating exponential success.
Numerous factors contribute to successful and lasting cooperation between industries. Among them
are continuous and clear communication, the right political environment, history of successful
collaborations, easy access to needed resources, supporting and open leadership, and a strong
purpose for the collaboration.
Cross-industry innovation is a creative technique using analogies inspired from other industries to find
solutions or to better processes internally. Cross-industry innovation is not necessarily in direct linked
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with cross industry collaboration. In fact, in most cases it involves a unilateral process of learning,
creativity, transformation and imitation. A positive example (Vulling, 2015) of this is when biomedical
engineers merged the Magnetic Resolution Imaging (MRI) machine and with the entertainment
industry to create a fun game for children who require an MRI scan. This enhanced the efficiency of
the scan by persuading children to lay still when being scanned. Another example is how McDonalds
have designed their drive through to resemble a Formula One stop in order to attract more
customers.
Establishing the connection between different industries requires a thorough understanding of them
and can be an intricate task. Questions that must be asked are: how to choose a high yield crossindustry cooperation to enhance the competitiveness of a company? How can a manager define and
assess another industry that collaborating with will bring the highest potential? Figure 5-1 is derived
from a paper published by Wuyts et al. (2005) that marked the term "Cognitive Distance". This term is
a tool that is used for identifying the potential of successful cross-industrial collaborations.
The three different variables Wuyts el al. (2005) suggest are: the similarity between companies (listed
in the figure as understandability), the potential novelty value one company holds for the other, and
the learning curve. When looking at this graph, it can be inferred that there is a tradeoff between the
similarity, value, and actual gain in learning. Simply, if it is thought that an industry could gain a lot by
collaborating with another very different industry, the risk is considered too small and therefore the
actual gain from learning might not be high at all. This is how the inverse “U” shape graph of learning.
Therefore, the optimal cognitive distance needs consideration when approaching cross-industry
collaboration. The main limitation of this tool is that it is very much user-dependent and therefore
prone to subjectivity.

Figure 5-1 A suggested tool for determining optimal cognitive distance (Adapted from
Wuyts et al., 2005).
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Up until now, aspects of cross industrial collaboration which has set the ground for our tool have
been defined. This tool will connect the main industries in a region and current space trends. Before
introducing the tool, useful tools for increasing competitiveness while matching different industries
are emphasized.
A recent project supported by the USA Economic Development Administration (the Indiana Business
Research Center, 2009) demonstrates interesting tools for enhancing regional competitiveness. This
project targets an audience of regional leaders and economic development practitioners. Its main
goal is to aid the practitioner by introducing a set of convenient tools aiming to increase the level of
competitiveness in a region. Two of the interesting tools mentioned in this article are analyses of
clusters of industries and occupations in a defined region. The first “Industry Cluster Analysis” is a tool
that can assist in identifying certain aspects of strength of a region's industries (Indiana Business
Research Center, 2009). This tool compares the concentration of employment in a certain industry to
the national average and from this suggests a potential link between different strong sectors in the
same region. For example, one connection could be between security services and advanced
materials for the potential development of bullet proof vests. A connection that heads of industries
would sometimes not be aware of without this "bird's-eye view effect" gained from this tool (Indiana
Business Research Center, 2009).
The second tool described in the project above is the “Occupation Cluster Analysis” (Indiana Business
Research Center, 2009). In contrast to the previous tool, this tool focuses not on products of
industries but on the knowledge and skills of an individual employee. The article mentions that the
true way for a region to differentiate itself is with its unique capabilities and brainpower. This tool
quantifies the tested different occupations in a region and identifies their growth rate. It enables the
economic development practitioner to match current and future needs of a certain industry, and
communicate this need to educators and trainers to optimize a stream an adequate workforce. It
could also point investors in the direction of "opportunity clusters" that show potential for investment
(Indiana Business Research Center, 2009).
The tool of industry clusters for promoting regionalcompetitiveness repeats in a few more articles.
One relevant to space (Popkova et al., 2019) the use of the above tools when adding the space
industry into the equation. Another article oriented towards Alsace (Singh, 2018) also mentions this
tool. Another paper shows the role of the “Inside-Outside” tool (George, 2019). This tool can be used
by decision makers to forecast the type of industries to be promoted for achieving the success of a
given industry and provides information to policy makers in adopting an investment strategy.

5.2. Matching Matrix - SpacEst tool for policy makers
Until this point, we have discussed general terms and tools regarding cross-industry cooperation. The
tools discussed are useful, but general. They do not address space trends, and do not offer a way of
linking space trends and leading regional industries. The previous three chapters of this report dealt
with how to map the leading industries of a designated region and also explored current space trends.
All of this sets the grounds to introduce the innovative tool created, the purpose of which is to tie
defined regional industries with current space trends. The creation of this tool is inspired by its
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predecessors mentioned in the literature review, and is tailored for the need which stems from the
previous chapters. The tool was built for use by regional decision makers to make an educated
decision when approaching the question: how to make a region more competent in the space sector?
Their decisions can come in many forms such as drafting favorable policies for specific industries,
resource allocation and so on. To this end, SpacEst has built The Matching Matrix (see Appendix B).
The Matching Matrix is a mix and match cross-industry tool designed for use by policy makers,
regional development practitioners, and economic strategists. This tool combines data described
above to create a scoring system that surfaces the high potential at the industry level and that of
current space trends.
At the core of the tool is a comprehensive table with two groups that are evaluated against each
other: global space trends and competent regional industries. Space trends are divided into four
subgroups, thirteen of which are research and development related (e.g. in-situ resource utilization,
human mission to Mars, space mining), ten are downstream (e.g. 5G and autonomous driving), six are
midstream (e.g. refueling technology and space traffic), ten are upstream (e.g. green propellants and
efficient solar panels), and seventeen are technology enabling (e.g. 3D printing and quantum
computing). Thorough definitions of the space trends and can be found in Chapter 3. Note that global
space trends fluctuate and should be re-evaluated yearly.
Each cell in the table of space trends and regional industries receives a grading between one and
three, based upon an evaluation of how efficiently expertise from each industrial sector could be
utilized, converted, pivoted, linked, or transferred to integrate with each listed space trend. We
named this score the Leverage Factor. The Leverage Factor is valued as: High (3 points) when
expertise is directly correlated to a space trend and minimal training is required, Medium (2 points)
when expertise is indirectly correlated to a space trend and some training is required, and Low (1
point) when expertise is indirectly correlated to a space trend and significant training is required. Not
Applicable (0 points) is given when expertise is not correlated to a space trend.
After following the previous steps, every industry is awarded with an accumulated score of potential
for integration with the space trends. A weighted score is then given which is a final score that is
standardized according to the regional workforce: the more expert (employees) a sector has, the
higher its leverage potential. Industries are then numerically ranked, which SpacEst has termed the
Space Coefficient factor.
Using this tool, decision makers can make informed decisions with regards to which industry has more
potential to integrate itself with the space industry. Thus, allocating resources, or drafting policies
with the purpose of attracting industries towards space-related operations, will enable the ability to
increase regional space competencies and therefore its competitiveness.
Decision makers could also use a complementary analysis output of this tool. This is done by summing
up the total score of each space trend against all key industrial sectors in the region. Space trends
with the highest total scores have the most impact potential on industry in a region. This is displayed
to the user as a percentage per space trend of the maximum possible score. The user can easily locate
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the space trend with the greatest potential to be integrated, adopted, and leveraged by regional
indsutry. Policies in order to further develop a given trend in the region are recommended. This is
true even if there are no major industries with leverage factors directly connected to a trend, but
rather a large number of smaller industries which have more influence on a final score in relation to a
space trend.
Another function of this matrix is creating a Spider Web Chart of regional space-related competencies
using the 12-pillar global competitiveness report (World Economic Forum, 2019). The final goal of the
SpacEst Matching Matrix is to compile data and output two scores: the level of Industrial
Competitiveness and the level of Space Potential. Each of these scores divides into twelve sub-groups
that corresponds to the twelve different pillars competitiveness that helps with thoroughly assessing
the region and its current industrial state of being. Those twelve pillars correspond to: institutions,
infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, health and primary education, higher education and
training, goods market efficiency, labor market efficiency, financial market development,
technological readiness, market size, business sophistication, and innovation.
The scoring system here is again on a scale of one to three. The score is given by the user after
evaluating the links by answering the question: what is the amount of influence each of the 12 pillars
has on the corresponding industry? A score of one is the lowest and three is the highest. The next
move is to analyze that the connection of each of the links above (between pillars and industries) in
relation to space. This is done by taking the same scores on a scale of one to three and multiplying
them by the Space Coefficient of a given industry.
At the end, each sub-group receives a score between zero and six, according to the ranking, when
compared to each other. At the end of this process, the user receives a Spider Web Chart which gives
them an overview of regional capabilities. This eventually provides decision makers with a current
state of competency in their region, with or without regard to space. Areas of strength provide insight
into what areas policy makers should focus on.
Grand Est as a case study is shown in the following figures according to the process described above.
In filling out the Matching Matrix table for Grand Est, there are fifty-six current space trends and nine
of the most successful industries in the region. As detailed in Chapter 2, the key industrial sectors of
the region can be identified based on data from Alsace regarding the number of employees key
industries have and the revenue they generate. In addition to the eight biggest industrial sectors in
Alsace, we also included environmental technologies as a key sector in our Matching Matrix, because
despite its small size in terms of employees, this sector has already been assessed in Chapter 4
analysis as a key industry by Grand Est. As a matter of fact, energy fibers and water management are
two poles of competitiveness in the region that fall within the environmental technologies sector.
Since Grand Est made it a priority to invest in setting up these poles of competitiveness, their sector is
considered as “key” for the case study of Grand Est.
Each cell is assessed according to its Leverage Factor. For instance, the energy industry crossed with
the space trend in geology space trend received a Leverage Factor of one (see Figure 5-2 to Figure
5-6). We shall continue following the Energy industry for the sake of example. Its final accumulated
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score is 53 and the weighted score according to the importance of this sector (which is 18.80%) is
62.964. This situates the energy indsutry fourth from bottom out of the nine examined industries of
Grand Est. This gives energy a Space Coefficient of four. This number will be used as a multiplier in the
next section. Assessing this final ranking, a policy maker may deduce that the energy industry is rather
lowly ranked, as opposed to the high ranking ones such as machinery-equipment or health
technologies, where the potential for space integration is much higher.
The complementary analysis of space trends with this tool for Grand Est is displayed in Figure 5-9
below. The trend of COTS components receives the highest score (18 out of 27 potential points),
which means it has the greatest competitive potential in the region and should be addressed by
decision makers by incorporate this trend in leading regional industries.
The next phase is evaluating industries in Grand Est versus GCI pillars in the second set of Figures
(Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8), relating to industrial competencies (Figure 5-7) and the same industries
with their linkage to space (Figure 5-8). Annex A lists the complete structure of matching matrix.
When looking into the scoring of pillar vis-à-vis industry, labor market efficiency has a significant
influence on the automotive industry and receives a score of three, for example. The final score of
this pillar is the highest score when accumulating all scores it receives from different industries, thus
ranking it in first place. It is also ranked first after standardization to the space industry (Figure 5-8).
The standardization means multiplying each cell by its Space Coefficient. For example, the cell of
crossing the automotive industry with the infrastructure pillar receives the score of 3 (relating to the
industry's competitiveness with no relation to space). The same cell receives the score of 21, after it is
multiplied by its industry by the Space Coefficient of seven. Interpretation of results in selected pillars
and potential regional impacts are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 5-2 The Matching Matrix- Leading regional industries vis-a-vis research and development space
trends

Figure 5-3 The Matching Matrix - Leading regional industries and downstream space trends

Figure 5-4 The Matching Matrix- Leading regional industries and midstream space trends
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Figure 5-5 The Matching Matrix - Leading regional industries and upstream space trends

Figure 5-6 The Matching Matrix- Leading regional industries and enabling space technologies
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Figure 5-7 The Matching Matrix - Leading regional industries and GCI pillars (unrelated to space)

Figure 5-8 The Matching Matrix - Leading regional industries and GCI pillars (related to space)
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Figure 5-9 Complementary space trend analysis output graph
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Figure 5-10 The Spider Web Chart of GCI Pillars

5.3. Spider Web Chart Interpretation
In this section the Spider Web Chart results for Grand Est according to the 12 GCI pillars (Figure 5-10)
are interpreted. The orange web refers to space-related potential for the sum regional industries. The
blue web is a score of overall regional industrial competitiveness across all examined sectors. We will
show input for four selected pillars and explain what is behind the result provided in the Spider Web
Chart, and potential ways of utilizing the results.
The ”Labor market efficiency” pillar: The efficiency and flexibility of the labor market are critical
elements that ensure people have the opportunity to work in jobs that harness their skills and enable
them to be effective employees for the economy. This instills a level of job satisfaction and motivation
which provides incentives for them to work to the best of their ability. This pillar received the highest
scores in both industrial competitiveness scatter and space-related potential. This may be a result of
the young and dynamic population in the region, as 30% of the population is aged under 25 years
(Grand Est Region, 2019) and Grand Est is bordered by four countries: Germany, Belgium,
Luxembourg and Switzerland. Grand Est has the flexibility to employ workers from those countries
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with low mobility costs, have a large and diversified pool of employees, and wage fluctuations
seemingly will not cause much social disruption. Policy makers could harness this pillar of regional
strength by creating favorable policies towards the multinational young labor force for the purpose of
attracting them towards the evolving regional space industry.
The ”Health and primary education” pillar: A healthy workforce is vital to regional competitiveness and
productivity. A lack of primary education can be a major constraint on businesses, posing challenges
on the workforce in completing complex tasks and reducing their ability to adapt to challenges.
Strasbourg University hospital was ranked the fourth French University Hospital (CHU) for the fifth
consecutive year according to the Le Point ranking (CCI Alsace Eurométropole, 2019). It is recognized
for the quality of its healthcare, its excellent clinical and innovation research, and its leadership in
training regional health professionals. In our chart this pillar received a relatively low score in both
spider webs. This might require a deeper look by decision makers, since this sector was initially
perceived to be a regional strength. However, this gap and low score could be explained by the fact
that health is not directly connected to most of the nine industries tested. More limitations of out
“Matching Matrix” tool that may apply here is discussed further in the discussion chapter.
The ”Business sophistication” pillar: Business sophistication is a very important aspect of productivity.
More sophisticated businesses will lead to higher efficiency both in goods and services. A
sophisticated business is one that owns a high degree of complexity, innovation, and efficiency.
However, the more developed a region is, the harder it is for it to become more productive using
basic tools and sources for productivity. Strasbourg was rated among the Smartest Cities of the Year
for its development strategy and economic attractiveness, according to the Palmarès La Tribune et
France-Urbaine (Simon, 2017). In our chart, the region's space potential score received the highest
score whereas the industrial competitiveness score received only a medium-high score. In this case
we advise policy makers to take two different approaches, addressing this topic with a more favorable
approach when dealing with issues related to space as opposed those which are not. In other words,
this means supporting more sophisticated companies, facilities, and ideas related to space.
The ”Macroeconomic environment” pillar: Regional macroeconomic stability is crucial for overall
business competitiveness. Macroeconomic disorganization harms the region even at the
microeconomic level. For example, inflation can hinder the progress of an individual company. In the
Spider Web Chart, the region's space potential score received only a medium score, whereas the
industrial-competitiveness score received a high score, which is the reverse of the example given in
the previous pillar discussed above. In this case, policy makers should keep in mind that a
macroeconomic event, such as market failure, inflation, or national debt, should have less effect on
business activity related to space. This business is less prone to changes in macroeconomic conditions
and therefore may actually show the independence and resilience of space related business activity.
Thus, it is worth investing or creating favorable policies for businesses related to space.

5.4. Summary
This Chapter showed the development of a policy tool for identifying key industrial competencies in a
region which would be capable of efficiently integrating current global space trends into its activities,
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for example, by leveraging expertise, infrastructure, processes, training, or business networks. We
developed a Matching Matrix which allows users to evaluate the Leverage Factor of each key
industrial sector for each space trend. This scoring method allowed us to rank the main industrial
sectors in the region according to their potential to become a part of the national and global space
economy. This tool also allowed us to identify which space trend would be the most relevant to the
current regional industry.
The second part of the Matching Matrix asks evaluators to assess how each of the 12 GCI Pillars can
impact key industrial sectors in the region. The results allow users to see the overall Industrial
competitiveness of a region. Once done, the space Leverage Factor can be applied to the scores of
each sector and obtained the overall Space Potential of a region for each of the 12 GCI pillars. These
results are presented in a Spider Web Chart showing the main gaps and opportunities in a region
between its industrial competencies and its potential to diversify into the space economy.
Grand Est was inputted to the Matching Matrix with data given in Chapter 2 on key industrial
competencies in Alsace and Chapter 3 identifying global space trends. The output was the charts after
using the tool SpacEst has developed (see Appendix A). From these results, the most promising space
trends for Grand Est are manufacturing COTS devices, sensors and instrumentation, and chemical
processes. Based on the evaluation of GCI pillars evaluation, represented by the Spider Web Chart
(Figure 5-10), SpacEst recommends that Grand Est would best increase its competitiveness in the
space sector by implementing policies relevant to business sophistication, labor market efficiency,
and technological readiness.
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Chapter 6
6. Industrial policy
competitiveness
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6.1. Methods and inputs
To develop tools and methods for boosting regional space competitiveness, a number of systems
were researched, such as Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), as well as geographical, cluster, clientoriented and anti-crisis approaches suggested by existing regional economic development research
(Popkova et al, 2017). Upon assessing various frameworks, the 12 GCI pillars of competitiveness was
adopted as a suitable framework for our purpose of boosting regional space competitiveness. It offers
a format that can be used for both tasks of assessing the regional industrial competitiveness while
providing guidance and recommendations in relevant industries of a specific region. The GCI offers
impartial information that allows leaders from the public and private sector to better understand the
main drivers of growth. It is utilized to inform future-oriented solutions, and shed light on trade-offs
that policymakers will face going forward (World Economic Forum, 2018). Although other approaches
are more region specific, the 12 GCI pillars provide a comprehensive overview of factors contributing
to industrial competitiveness. These pillars were suitable for developing and applying the
methodology to assess the region first and then to provide policy guidance within the same
framework based on the needs of a given region.
The GCI is a tool published by the World Economic Forum since 2004, tracking the performance of
nearly 140 countries on 12 pillars of competitiveness. It assesses the factors and institutions identified
by empirical and theoretical research for determining improvements in productivity, which in turn
creates economic growth and prosperity in the long term (World Economic Forum, 2018). GCI pillars
are applied to countries with values calculated using results from a variety of parameters describing
the national economy development in relation to the 12 pillars. The econometrics involved range
from Gross Domestic Product (GDP), domestic and foreign market indexes, to numbers of
international patent applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) per million people in
a population, and others. Where precise numeric data is not available, is unreliable or outdated,
Executive Opinion Survey is used to address the economy performance.
The Executive Opinion Survey (Survey), an input for the GCI, is the longest-running and most extensive
survey of its kind, capturing the opinions of business leaders around the world on a broad range of
topics for which statistics are otherwise unreliable, outdated, or nonexistent for many countries. The
Survey therefore aims to measure critical concepts, such as the appetite for entrepreneurship, extent
of a skills gap, and the incidence of corruption, to complement traditional statistical sources. This
provides a more accurate assessment of the business environment and more broadly the many
drivers of economic development (World Economic Forum, 2018). The Survey is targeted at business
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executives in different economies and comprises 150 questions divided into 15 sections. Most ask
respondents to evaluate an aspect of their business environment, on a scale of one to seven, with one
being the worst-case scenario and seven being the best (World Economic Forum, 2018). Remaining
parameters come from various international institutions, such as the World Bank, World Health
Organization (WHO), International Telecommunication Union (ITU), International Labor Organization
(ILO) and many others, on the same scale from one to seven.

6.2. Pillars of industrial competitiveness
The 12 pillars of competitiveness described below are key concepts transposed to the SpacEst tool
providing guidance on industrial competitiveness development policy (see Table 6-1).
Pillar

Area of industrial
competitiveness

Definition of a pillar

1

Institutions

“The legal and administrative framework within
which individuals, firms, and governments
interact” (Schwab, 2017)

2

Infrastructure

All means in a region that allow for goods and
services to get from where they are produced to
where they are needed

3

Macroeconomic environment

The economics of the region and its interactions
with national and global economies, and how it is
influenced by those economies

4

Health and primary education

The services that work toward maintaining the
health of the population and the primary
education that it provides to citizens

5

Higher education and training

Quality of higher education, net student
enrollment rates and continuous on-the-job
training

6

Goods market efficiency

Production of the right products and services
tailored to market demand

7

Labor market efficiency

Workers allocation, incentive structures, workplace
meritocracy and gender equality in the general
business environment

8

Financial market development

Availability of capital for private sector investment,
with emphasis on projects with the highest
economic returns

9

Technological readiness

The use of available technologies to increase
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productivity of its industries, such as the use of
Information Communication Technologies (ICT), to
streamline processes in a firm
10

Market size

The size of markets accessible to regional firms

11

Business sophistication

The extent of a regional business network, and
operations and strategies of individual firms.

12

Innovation

The ability of firms to innovate. Investment in
research and development R&D, scientific research
institutions and collaboration between industry
and universities are key drivers here

Table 6-1 Pillars of industrial competitiveness (Schwab, 2017)

6.3. Methodology
A qualitative rather than quantitative approach was taken in developing a regional space
competitiveness assessment. This method was chosen out of necessity in the absence of regional
econometrics needed to compile a quantitative index, such as GCI. A qualitative assessment of
industrial competitiveness in Grand Est carried out in Chapter 5 was used as input for the tool
developed within the framework of the above 12 pillars. The regional industrial competitiveness was
assessed in the context of global space industry trends. The method for assessment is based on an
evaluation of space trends vis-a-vis regional industries. Input on Grand Est served as a starting point
for using our tool, showing pillars which require the most improvement and those offering the biggest
potential for boosting space competitiveness. To visualize the results of the assessment, a Spider Web
Chart, like that used in the GCI, was created. This allows for easy identification of competitive
strengths and weaknesses in a region. For each geographical area, policies are then identified that can
be implemented in order to boost space industrial competitiveness.
Policies were selected from sources on strategic space industry development from various regions
and countries around the world. For each policy we have provided a qualitative reasoning for their
relevance to a number of industrial competitiveness pillars (Appendix C), in the context of the space
industry as well as their relation to ISU disciplines.
We compiled our findings into an excel spreadsheet table named Space Policy Matrix. Despite being
highly systemized and comprehensive, the matrix is not a user-friendly resource as a spreadsheet. In
order to address the complexity of our system and to create desirable output that is easy to use and
intuitive, SpacEst has built a website to view policies relevant to boosting industrial competitiveness
and choose suitable policies for a given region. The website provides an overview of the 12 GCI pillars,
the list of policies relevant to each pillar with an explanation of their relevance to effected pillars, the
importance of policies for the space industry, and their relation to ISU disciplines. The user can then
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select policies of choice by clicking on a box next to a policy name. It is then added to a shopping cart
that the user can view by clicking on a trolley icon at the top of the page, giving users a summary
overview of selected policies and the opportunity to make further decisions based on more detailed
information about their region.
The process of using the tool is illustrated by Figure 6-1. The strength of such an approach is that it is
applicable to any region, as long as the pillars of interest can be identified.

Figure 6-1 Flowchart of making recommendations boost regional space industrial competitiveness

6.4. Policies
As stated above, the next step after identifying pillars of interest is to view the selection of policies for
each pillar. Our tool is applicable to any region of interest and will be applied to Grand Est in Chapter
7. Together with more detailed analysis of the region and its areas of expertise, the tool provides
recommendations policies which address pillars of interest.
Policies from Bryce Space and Technology
Policies were extracted from a report Bryce Space and Technology (2018), which was made for the
Australian government. The report discusses strategies and best practices from other nations and
approaches for increasing their presence in the space industry. It extracts these strategies and best
practices from the implementation of policies irrespective of the outcome of the implementation.
Policies from South Africa
As an emerging space nation, South Africa has drafted a series of space policies to guide the
development and implementation of space science, technology, and industry in the country
(Department of Trade and Industry, 2009). South Africa was chosen as an example because it also
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represents the buildup of the space sector. The objective of the policy is to increase regional
innovation and boost products and services related to space, which accords with the purpose of
SpacEst.
Policies from the European Union (EU)
The EU space industrial policy is used to support the objectives of Europe 2020 strategy (European
Commission, 2013). The main objective of the EU space industrial policy is to realize the potential for
economic growth in the European space sector. This will provide a guideline to the strategy adopted
by the EU for achieving their roadmap in the global space sector.
Policies of China
Policies such as gathering superior resources, establishing a committee of space experts, and setting
up special government funds, are taken from the development plan of the Space industry in Shenzhen
(Kenderline, 2017). This government report introduces the important mission of the Shenzhen space
industry in serving the national development strategy, and seizing the commanding heights of the
economy and technologies of the future. By implementing various policies, innovation-driven
development is strengthened, the new systems of modern industries are built, and competitive
advantages in the global market are created. The local government of Shenzhen also provided
relevant safeguards for new space, including an organization guarantee, policy guarantee, fund
guarantee and space guarantee. These are elaborated upon below.
a) Organization guarantee
This establishes an expert committee in space technology, improves cooperation mechanisms in the
space industry, strengthens communication and coordination with space agencies, and strengthens
exchanges and cooperation with universities and scientific research institutions.
b) Policy guarantee
The goal of this policy is to work on improving policies to support the space industry, in accordance
with characteristics of economic development. This includes the formulation of special supporting
policies, building public space service platforms, encouraging international exchanges and
cooperation, and attracting international space enterprises.
c) Fund guarantee
This encourages and guides nongovernmental capital, innovation investments and financing models,
to attract non-governmental capital for participation in the construction of space industry
infrastructure, while strengthening the leverage of government funds and setting up special
government funds.
d) Land resource guarantee
At the center of this policy is strengthening the overall effectiveness of land use, by optimizing
industrial distribution, integrating land resources, giving priority to land use for key projects in the
space industry, as well as building innovative industrial housing that attracts top quality enterprises in
the space industry.
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6.5. Tools
SpacEst created a comprehensive and interdisciplinary tool for policy guidance. To do that, policies
were compiled in a single table to cluster policies into the following groups: organization,
infrastructure/foundation, finance/market, education/training/cooperation, innovation/R&D, and
popularize/services. Following this, a description of policies in relation to the pillars, space industry
and ISU departments is summarized as a table given in Appendix C.
The need for a comprehensive easy-to-use tool led to the creation of an interface for the table in the
form of a website. The core functionality of the website consists of three pages. The first page is a
representation of the 12 GCI pillars of competitiveness (Figure 6-2), where the user identifies pillars
they wish to improve. The website can also be used for general information and guidance purposes if
the user does not require focus on a particular pillar. This is possible as the information about policies
relevant every pillar is still accessible on a single webpage.
The user can click on a pillar and be redirected to a second page (Figure 6-3), which provides a
definition of the chosen pillar, a list of policies relevant to that pillar, and justifications as to how a
given policy is relevant to a pillar. More information is available about relevance to other pillars, to
the space industry and to ISU disciplines. The information is revealed when the user guides the cursor
over a policy name. Since policies are often related to more than one pillar and pillars are
complementary parts of an integrated framework, showing interrelations between them helps users
to create an individualized and comprehensive policy strategy.
Next to each policy is a tick box that the user can click on to add a policy to their shopping cart, the
third page of the website accessible by clicking on the icon at the top of any webpage on the website
displaying a summary of policies that the user has selected (Figure 6-4). This overview is presented in
an individualized and user-friendly format based on the perceived needs and areas of interest of a
decision maker for a particular region.
To update the policy database, the system administrator needs to add new or updated policies to the
space policy matrix spreadsheet and add justifications on how policies are related to certain pillars.
The new spreadsheet content is then automatically copied onto the website.
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Figure 6-2 Screenshot of the website homepage
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Figure 6-3 Screenshot of a pillar webpage

Figure 6-4 Screenshot of the policy shopping cart webpage

6.6. Summary
A survey of the tools and methodologies adopted for boosting space competitiveness was carried out
and the 12 pillars of the GCI was adopted by SpacEst as a suitable framework. The approach was
described in the sections 6.4 and 6.5 taking the 12 GCI pillars of competitiveness and qualitatively
assesses a region under those pillars. A quantitative approach would require significant, in-depth
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econometrics research and is beyond the scope of this project. The proposed tool serves as a userfriendly proof of concept for policy guidance and recommendations. The tool contains a database of
the policies identified from various relevant sources, mentioned above, and the pillars of the GCI
which will be affected is presented. The justification is also provided to substantiate effect on the
pillars by each of the policies. The tool can be considered as an original operational prototype that
can be updated. It is necessary to ensure that at the time of use, policies are current, and the
database is updated. SpacEst envisions the possibility of creating a quantitative analog for GCI pillars
that would be built specifically for the space industry and scoring system. This tool provides an
operational prototype that can be further enhanced as a foundation for future improvements.
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Chapter 7
7. Recommendations - Case study: Grand Est, France
Grand Est is one of the key players in the French economy. The region has implemented a strategy to
enhance its business environment by developing innovative and concrete economic measures. The
main goal of the region is to boost its industrial competitiveness and to implement strategic solutions
for business, infrastructures, and innovation expertise. This can develop a healthy business
ecosystem. It is useful to implement a partnership and a common strategy for both governmental
institutions and private investors. Therefore, one of the challenges for public and private investors is
to create synergies that assist the implementation of rationales for innovative projects, and to
support industry players to create high value-added goods and services.
This chapter summarizes the detailed research from Chapters 1 through 5. It takes into consideration
the key pillars of the Grand Est region, and gives recommendations for a new era of space industrial
competitiveness, with policy guidelines for their implementation.
The Grand Est economy is characterized by a diversity of industries; the main sectors are mechanical
equipment, car industry and agro-food. This diversity is reflected by a number of competitive clusters
that operate in the region (Rolland, 2019). The car industry has the cluster Véhicule du Futur. Pôle
Fibre Energivie and Pôle Materalia are clusters of businesses specialized in conductive materials. For
health technologies, the region has the Alsace Biovalley. The region also has Pôle Industries Et AgroRessource, who specialize in plant chemistry and industrial biotechnology. The investors in agriculture
and wine production from the Alsace area are Wolfberger, Blank Obernai, Kuentz Bas, Dopff Au
Moulin, and Domaine Zind Humbrecht.

7.1. Key Industrial Competencies of Grand Est
Chapter 4 of this report presents a map of industrial expertise within Grand Est. It also includes
revenue and labor market figures from companies in the region, together with other strategic
parameters which describe its defined poles of competitiveness. These poles were used as the
baseline for our assessment into how the region is performing with regards to current space trends
and how it scores against the 12 Global Competitive Index (GCI) Pillars of competitiveness.
According to CCI Grand Est (2019), the Grand Est region has six poles of competitiveness:
1. Industries and agro-resources,
2. Alsace Biovalley, which involve the medical-surgical field and robotic technology,
3. Vehicles (Automotives) of the future,
4. Materalia, which brings about materials and processes for the transformation of materials for
industrial use (Machinery and Equipment),
5. Fibers Energivie, which involves sustainable materials and buildings,
6. Hydreos, which involves the development of the water industry.
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To provide relevant policy recommendations, SpacEst first analyzed how Grand Est’s industries and its
space potential measure against each of the 12 GCI pillars. As previously discussed in Chapter 5, these
results are summarized using a Spider Web chart (Figure 5-10). Our interpretation for each pillar is
provided below:
1. Institutions: Low on both measurements, because the regional council has little legislative
authority. This is because France has a highly centralized government.
2. Infrastructure: Not strong enough, regarding current industrial competitiveness. Its space
potential is even lower. Therefore, this pillar requires serious investment if considered for the
future space sector. Existing infrastructure can also be improved in order to facilitate the
development of the industry and space potential.
3. Macroeconomic Environment: Where industry competitiveness is strong, space potential is
low. This is because a high percentage of macroeconomic activity in the region is dedicated to
agriculture.
4. Health: Even though the Grand Est region is known for good hospitals, clinical innovation, and
medical research, this pillar was weak. This sector has potential to be improved, to reach
regional potential in the space economy and boost industrial competitiveness.
5. Higher Education and Training: This was a strong pillar, as the region is known for high
educational standard as it is the location for five universities, engineering, and technical
schools. Potential for developing space competitiveness through these institutions is higher
than the general industrial competitiveness in the region.
6. Good Market Efficiency: This was strong for both industrial competitiveness and space
potential. This is because the Grand Est region is the 2nd largest exporting region in France.
7. Labor Market Efficiency: This was strong because of the flexibility to attract workers from
neighboring countries, without social disruption.
8. Financial Market: This was weak, both in industry competitiveness and space potential, as
financial allocation is not efficient. The region needs increased investment in industry,
including the space sector. This is because the region is mostly dedicated to agriculture.
9. Technological Readiness: This was strong. It is related to increase efficiency and enabling
innovation to enhance productivity. Space potential is lower than industry competitiveness.
10. The Market Size: The region has 5.5 million inhabitants, and the surface area is 57,441 km².
Space potential is lower than industry competitiveness.
11. Business Sophistication: Space potential is higher than the industry competitiveness.
Strasbourg was awarded Smart City of the Year for its strategic development and economic
attractiveness according to the Palmarès La Tribune et France Urbaine.
12. Innovation: This pillar was strong for both industry competitiveness and potential in the space
economy. This is because inventors situated in the region filed for patents in chemistry,
biology, health, and engineering.
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7.2. Global Space Technology Trends
This section provided an analysis of trends divided into upstream, midstream and downstream
(Chapter 3).

Downstream applications
Downstream applications include established activities such as military space, navigation,
broadcasting, ground equipment, in process activities such as navigation constellation, satellite
operations, and internet. It also involves emerging activities such as microgravity, manufacturing,
space tourism, and sub-orbital flights services.

The investments in the field of downstream applications, for example communication, EO, navigation
and consumer equipment, lead to a potential space growth. As show in Chapter 3, the downstream
space activities use upstream and midstream research and technology to create a range of different
applications (Space Safety Magazine, 2014).

Examples of end users and applications of EO include: weather forecasting, defense & intelligence,
natural resource management, public authorities, industry, and energy resources (PwC, 2019). GNSS,
the satellite navigation system providing global coverage, provides information about time, speed,
routes and positions. A wide range of users from every sector make use of it (PwC, 2019).

Midstream applications
These activities in the space sector are related to in-orbit operations, ground operations, operating
control stations and servicing satellite telemetry, tracking and control services. Investors in these new
space companies are based mainly in the US, and the commercial investments are mostly related to
launch vehicles.

Upstream applications
This includes established activities, such as satellite manufacturing, human space exploration, launch
vehicles, CubeSat constellations, sub-orbital space vehicles and new launch systems. It also includes
activities in progress, such as human missions to Mars, space mining, and space habitats.
In Chapter 3, there is an analysis on ground equipment. This involves the infrastructure on Earth that
provides a link for information transmitted by satellites.

7.3. Recommendations regarding implementation of space technologies in Grand Est region
The global space industry is evolving with the advent of new space activities, in the commercial space
industry. Private investors entering the space economy add value through innovation and advanced
technology; new business models lead to competition and market dynamism. Competition creates the
market context that drives cost reduction and improves quality of products and services.
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The economy will benefit from investor competition, development of space applications and
implementing new technologies, such as in the telecommunications market. In the global economy,
there is growing pressure on governments to adopt policies and to develop infrastructure. This is to
influence new space players and entrepreneurs to make investments related to space.
National government and local authorities adopting the right policies play an essential role in bringing
the space industry to the local economy, and making use of downstream applications.
Implementing the space competitiveness across the industry competitiveness
The space industry is increasingly influenced by commercial considerations, financial issues and
funding access. Public and private investors need to attract capital, access funding, and develop
infrastructure to implement and develop a space industry in Grand Est. This has to be done, based on
forecasts and predictive analysis of the potential space industry in the region. The European
Commission’s Horizon 2020 scheme provides financial support for space projects and programs, and
may be a potential fund source for Grand Est.
According to the case study of Alsace (Singh, 2018), Alsace is recognized at international level and has
high development potential; Alsace’s national policy favors innovation and reportedly, there was a
50% increase in private investments. Additionally, there is a large student base that could be
encouraged to develop new technologies, to foster innovation. Subsidiaries of existing organizations
could be formed to develop technologies and products, for use in space sector. Booster and
accelerator programs, supported by Eurométropole, could foster innovation and bring in fresh
investments to fund start-ups.
A recent publication, on the tools for territorial development and cooperation (European Regional
Development Fund, 2018), has shown that there are a number of tools that the regulation places
under the urban and territorial dimension. One of them is the Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI).
The ITI is an instrument that provides a link with the European Structural and Investing (ESI) funds.
This is to perform activities aimed at supporting sustainable urban development. It therefore has the
freedom to join and coordinate different funds, and priorities, that the new programming period aims
to promote.
Grand Est’s challenge is to gain a level of acceptance and trust from the public and private
investments in its space sector. The present time has been identified as a suitable time to increase the
regions space industry, and to put appropriate investment in place to do so.
The implementation of space competitiveness in industrial competitiveness will lead to a sustainable
development which will bring benefit to the whole region. Consequently, the implementation of
space technologies in industry will be a contribution to Strasbourg’s development.
Four pillars have been identified from the SpacEst tool. These four are the pillars with the strongest
match for both the industry of Grand Est and building space competencies. This was done based on
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the relation of the industrial competitive score of the Grand Est Region in comparison with the space
competitive score of the region. They are listed below:
 Labor market efficiency,
 Technology readiness,
 Business sophistication,
 Innovation.
It is important to note that although Grand Est has strong industrial competencies in the
macroeconomic environment, the competitiveness of this pillar in space competencies is relatively
low. The recommendations for this project are therefore built around the four pillars listed above.
This will give the government of the region the opportunity to leverage on the strength of the region
and build the space competencies.
The space potential in industry should be a rising trend for both the local authorities and private
investors. Therefore, to understand this potential it is recommended to analyze the challenges that
the industry is facing.
Strasbourg has to develop policies and feasible infrastructure to implement sustainable projects and
attract private investors in the space field. In the near future, Grand Est can become a top contractor
under a number of key projects implemented within the framework of programs and policies in the
space sector.
The recommendations suggested below are in two sections. The first section suggests policies for
each pillar of the Global Competitive Index, with consideration of implementing each pillar within the
shortest time possible. The second section gives suggestions on industries within the region that can
be improved.
7.3.1. The Global Competitive Index Pillars and The Recommended Policies
Based on the four pillars of interest to Grand Est, the following recommendations are given. These
policy suggestions are not completely independent of one another. Rather, they rely on industry
integration for increased competitiveness.
1. Public private partnership and investment in space
● Encourage the government to invest in downstream applications, which are expected
to have high economic return
● Directly fund specific disciplines, technologies and projects e.g. robotics and 3D
printing
● Encourage the development of long-term learning programs between industry and
universities
● Attract private investment with tax incentives for space companies, incubators, or
clusters, that draw on non-cash public resources to nurture budding industries
● Construct an innovation platform for entrepreneurs
● Create a non-profit organization that promotes the development and advancement of
commercial space applications.
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●
●

Assist with raising private capital and grant funding, technical support, access to
facilities, and information exchange
Promote research and development in space science and technology

2. Improve space outreach
● Popularize space by building a space museum, hosting space events and promoting
space culture
3. Cross-industry and cross-border collaboration
● Work with established foreign space players
● Support foreign companies interested in leveraging the region to innovate and
develop new space applications and services
● Develop independent satellite and component manufacturing capabilities
● Build an international talent exchange platform
7.3.2. Potential industries within the region
To implement the above policies associated with the four pillars of competitiveness chosen for Grand
Est to boost its space competencies, specific recommendations for regional industry are suggested in
this section. This is based on the matrix used to match global space trends and industrial expertise in
Grand Est (Chapter 5).
1. The machinery and automotive industry in Grand Est is strong and can be a foundation for a
regional transition to the space industry. This industry can help to build space machinery, and
produce COTS components for which there is growing market demand. The 3D printing,
sensors & instrumentation sectors, which are enabling technologies in high demand for space,
are also strong in Grand Est. With the experience, strength, and capacity of these industrial
competencies, trends like modulatory in CubeSat manufacturing can thrive in Grand Est,
implementing policies like providing special government funds to encourage development.
Goods market efficiency in the space economy can be improved if the machinery and
automotive industry takes on the task of making COTS components and with the size of this
industry in the region it can become globally competitive.
2. Health technologies made in Grand Est can be adapted to build bio-sensors for space suits,
healthcare systems for humans in space, and technologies for performing remote operations
like telemedicine. As Grand Est is competent in health technologies and human space
missions are a global space trend, Grand Est can use this as an opportunity to contribute
uniquely to the next humans on the Moon and Mars. The region can promote research and
development in these areas, contributing to ESA human spaceflight missions and promoting
developed technologies to foreign space powers with astronaut programs. Research in a new
area of study, bringing new minds together to think about an unknown domain can produce
innovative results using existing facilities that are already technologically advanced.
3. The Industrial strength of Grand Est in chemistry and materials can be leveraged to capitalize
on global space trends such as cryogenics, (ecologically friendly) propellants, composite and
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polymer materials, micro and reusable launch vehicles. Industry in Grand Est can transform
these competencies by giving more opportunities to startups looking to specialize in these
competencies, with incentives and easy access to government funds, tax reductions, and
collaboration with other industries. Such collaboration can produce opportunities for
innovation, adapting processes to make materials will require adjustment and increase
business sophistication, as well as technological readiness to develop and test materials for
the space environment. The size of chemical and materials manufacturing in the region will
scale well if adjustments to existing operations are made to an extent large enough to meet
market demand, therefore improving goods market efficiency within the space economy and
making these businesses in the region globally competitive.
4. The wine industry can use satellite data for earth observation and precision agriculture. Earth
observation can provide applications such as the mapping and classification of crops, crop
health monitoring, climate change mitigation, and crop yield management. This can
contribute to growing the regional space applications market and the development of new
technologies dedicated to agricultural efficiency and improvement. In this case, Grand Est
should endorse new technologies to make the wine industry more efficient. Using space
technology in this way strengthens the innovation pillar by utilizing the work of scientific
researchers for an optimal downstream solution to monitoring vineyards in a less laborintensive way which simultaneously improves goods market efficiency. The technological
readiness of the industry is bettered with the use of modern satellite technology, as is the
business sophistication of winemaking businesses by improving the way they monitor their
crops.
5. Water and environmental engineering: École Nationale du Génie de l'Eau et de
l'Environnement de Strasbourg (ENGEES) is the national school for water and environmental
engineering which has existed for over 50 years in Strasbourg. Water and environmental
engineering have two potential links with the space industry. The first is in spacecrafts or
extra-terrestrial habitats which need water and environmental monitoring and control
systems. The second is monitoring water and the environment on Earth from space. To this
end, Grand Est can promote research and development in space science and technology, give
direct funding to improving public goods like water and the environment, and invest in
downstream applications with high economic returns and low government spending.
Increasing the intimacy of ENGEES with water management and environmental bodies
expands opportunities for innovation. Technological readiness is improved with the use of
available space technologies for monitoring purposes and tackling the challenges of global
warming.


Glass: Grand Est has 99% of the glass factories in France, placing Grand Est at the head of this
manufacturing industry. Glass has an important role in the space industry. First of all, the
highly sophisticated telescopes used today depend on curved glass mirrors. Second, many
manned spacecrafts have low thermal expansion glass for their windows. Last but not least,
finely powdered glass is used over spacecraft panels to prevent burning up during flight
through the thermosphere. Grand Est can have a foothold where glass meets space by
developing component manufacturing capabilities, promoting research in materials science,
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funding research in this field, and making targeted investments to subsidize glass
manufacturers. This is a classic case of cross industry innovation, where an established
industry can make new products or processes for use in a different environment, like space
companies can do after doing business with glass manufacturers in Grand Est. Manufacturing
processes will diversify upon heeding this recommendation and operations will become more
specialized, increasing business sophistication within the glass manufacturing industry.
Specialized operations to make and test glass for space will improve business sophistication
and more research will improve the pillar of innovation.
7.3.3. Funding Sources Grand Est can Leverage
According to the interview SpacEst conducted with Mr. Bernd Weiss (Appendix D), “once decision
makers identify other stakeholders, they can have a huge influence on the overall industrial
development.” Having discussed policies that can help Grand Est in becoming more industrially
competitive, it is important to note that the funds needed do not have to come from solely from the
local government. There are already investment funds, incubators, and action plans present in France
that can be harnessed by Grand Est. As discussed in Chapter 2, The Cosmicapital space investment
fund, SME PACT 2019 and Station F incubator are all financial resources in France that can help Grand
Est fund the implementation of the policies recommended above.

7.4. Summary
Grand Est possess strong competencies that could align with global space trends. New policies can
help the region emerge into the space economy. It is important that Grand Est facilitates more
startups to thrive in the region and connect big space companies to its industrial expertise. Grand Est
can provide unique opportunities by promoting private and public partnerships, promoting crossindustry and cross-border collaborations and improving space outreach. SpacEst believes that
industries focused on health technologies, chemistry and materials, agricultural (winemaking), water
and environmental engineering, and glass manufacturing all have space potential. Utilizing ISU will
also benefit Grand Est in embarking on its space journey, with its worldwide network, knowledge and
expertise, that can be a great asset to connect Grand Est with the space community and improve its
regional space competencies.
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Chapter 8
8. Discussion
Through this project, SpacEst aimed to provide useful and effective guidelines to improve industrial
competitiveness in the region of Grand Est, by utilizing existing competencies and applying them to
the space sector. The methodology adopted for accomplishing the project was by splitting the total
activity into six tasks.
The first task was to develop and propose a methodology for the mapping of space competence, such
as manufacturing, operations and analysis, on a global, European, national and regional scale. The
shift in approach in the space activities involving commercial actors also has helped in more intimate
collaborations of the private sectors with governments on national space programs or conducting
independent commercial space projects. The study on the space competencies was limited to the
biggest spacefaring powers, like the US, Russia, European Space Agency, China, Japan and India on
global and regional levels. The pool of countries includes both those who complete space operations
entrusted with a national agency, and those where the space sector is mutually shared by national
agencies and commercial players. The focus was to provide an overview on the approaches adopted
by the countries in carrying out national space activities. Furthermore, as the focus of the project is
on the competence of a French region, the competencies of Toulouse and Paris were also explored.
The methodology adopted for mapping competencies also looked into the plans and goals of the
countries previously listed for the upcoming years, ensuring a match with the potential regional
competencies.
As the target end user for the project is Grand Est, a methodology was adopted to map the main
industrial expertise in the region by investigating revenues and numbers of employees from localized
companies. The approach adopted to fulfill this objective consisted of four steps:
● Identify key industry players based on revenues and numbers of employees
● Categorize companies by industrial sector
● Identify main sectors in the region
● Check method by comparing the outcome to the existing poles of competitiveness in the
region
The size of the company was considered based on revenue, and all company sizes were included. The
number of employees were also considered as a factor for a subjective assessment of the skilled
human resource in the region. Furthermore, a case study for the Alsace region was completed, where
most of the industry poles of competitiveness of the region were represented on a map. It was not
possible to map all poles of competitiveness due to time constraints and a lack of publicly available
data for the entire region. To get a more complete and true representative result of the whole region,
full company databases from The International Chamber of Commerce is required, rather than only
looking at the companies with the highest revenues and most employees, therefore highlighting a
limitation of the study.
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To provide the guidelines, a survey on the global trends in the space sector which is going to drive
market growth was carried out. Very promising market demands revealed a significant increasing
trend in market growth and investment in the space sector, both at present and in the future. In
order to facilitate better understanding of the trends in the space sector, the activities are
categorized into upstream, midstream and downstream markets. Utilizing a myriad of sources,
current market trends are assessed alongside future forecasts and predictions - summarized in
Chapter 3. As in any economic forecast, uncertainty exists due to external influences that may not
have been accounted for, coupled with unexpected potential events like market crashes. In turn, this
will affect the true values of various space markets. Hence, this engenders a limitation, where markets
can only really be reliably assessed at present and in the very near future. Because of this, it is
recommended that markets are tracked on a regular basis using expert advice and a variety of
industry reports.
Moreover, mapping of global trends to regional competitiveness was assessed and consolidated so as
to serve as a guideline for making recommendations to policy makers. A comprehensive method was
proposed for policy makers to efficiently identify which key industrial competencies of a region would
be the most capable of aligning with current global space trends (e.g. by leveraging their expertise,
infrastructure, processes, training and/or business networks). To that end, a Matching Matrix was
developed which allows end users to evaluate the Leverage Factor of each key industrial sector for
corresponding space trends. This scoring method was further used as a tool for ranking the main
industrial sectors of the region based on their potential to become involved in the New space
economy. On the other hand, this same tool also allows identification of the relevance of a particular
competence to a space trend.
The second part of our Matching Matrix has evaluated, on a subjective basis, the impact of each of
the 12 Pillars of the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) on each of the key industrial competencies.
The overall accuracy of subjective evaluation is dependent on the number of subjects in the
evaluation, which is a limitation of the evaluation conducted. The results were used to compile a
chart, showing the overall industrial competitiveness of Grand Est. The overall space potential of each
of the pillars was assessed based on the application of the Leverage Factor scores to each pillar.
Finally, a spider web chart was produced, showing the main gaps (and opportunities) in the region
between the possessed industrial competencies and the region’s potential to diversify into the space
sector.
Our Matching Matrix tool has some potential limitations. Qualitative assessment is highly sensitive to
subjective judgment from evaluators. One limitation could be biases of evaluators that can occur
when the user of this tool is well familiar/integrated in the region and feeds their subjective data to
some of the cells (for example, due to their previous background in the industry or has a hidden
motive to make an industry excel). Another limitation is that the ranking system makes some
industries and GCI pillars look very strong or weak in a certain region. In fact, they are shown relative
to each other (which means the last place could actually still be strong and hold potential for further
development and vice versa). However, the chosen matrix mechanism is still used in order to clearly
highlight the top sectors and top pillars in Grand Est. Regarding the matrix’s accuracy, it is safe to
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assume that more granularity in key sectors (as well as space trends) would provide higher accuracy in
results. Also, obtaining a final score from consensus between several evaluators would have provided
higher fidelity in the results overall. As previously mentioned, the space trends should be monitored
regularly (perhaps on an annual basis) due to their fluctuation, and re-inserted to the tool as needed.
However, this aspect makes the tool higher-maintenance and constant and thorough space trend
surveys are required. Also, the Matching Matrix is only a tool to identify the potential of key sectors in
a region to enter the space economy; it does not account for national and regional policy agendas.
Furthermore, it does not take into account weaker industries of a region that may have potential for
success in the space sector.
The Matching Matrix with Grand Est-specific data on regional competencies was applied to the key
global space trends, revealing that the most promising space trends in Grand Est are manufacturing of
Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS) devices, sensors & instrumentation and chemical processes. From
the GCI Pillars evaluation, we notice that Grand Est could increase competitiveness in the space sector
the most by implementing policies relevant to business sophistication, labor market efficiency and
technological readiness.
Subsequently, the focus was to develop a tool to provide recommendations essential for boosting
regional space industrial competitiveness. This was carried out considering the framework of the 12
pillars of industrial competitiveness. The pillars that are affected on account of the various policies
that evolve as part of the recommendations were identified. A database of the policies that can be
implemented in order to boost space industrial competitiveness was generated. Policies were
selected from sources on strategic space industry development on a global and regional basis. For
each policy, qualitative reasoning was used to justify the relevance to a number of industrial
competitiveness pillars in context of space industry, as well as in relation to the seven ISU
departments; summarized in a table.
Building a comprehensive, diversified, and multidisciplinary tool for developing policy guidelines
comes with significant limitations beyond time and resource constraints. The core approach described
in Chapters 4 and 5 is to take the concept of the 12 pillars of competitiveness, from the GCI, and to
qualitatively assess a region under those pillars. Initially, we considered taking a quantitative approach
and to create an analogy for the GCI score, specific for space industry and applicable to a region. This
approach would require significant, in-depth econometrics research and is outside the scope of this
project. This project serves as a user-friendly, proof of concept tool for policy suggestions and to
provide guidance. Originally, GCI index was designed to be used to assess economies of countries and
nations. Some of the input parameters are only available for countries and cannot be scaled down for
regional assessment, or the data is not available at the regional level. A qualitative approach is a
necessary limitation of our method. In order to address our limitations we provided our reasoning
justifying the relevance of the policies to the pillars of competitiveness and to space industry, which is
the main focus of our project.
The other significant limitation is the selection of policies used for the tool created, which are not
exhaustive due to the lack of regional data and language constraints. Further in-depth research would
be a positive way to further the development of our tool. Most importantly, our tool can be
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considered as an original operational prototype that can be updated with content at a required level
of complexity. As our policy database in itself is static and was created at a certain time (July-August
2019), it is necessary to ensure that at the time of using, the policies used are current and the
database is updated. We have addressed this issue by making the policy matrix table and the website
relatively easy to update, and to manage, for a system administrator by building a formula in the
matrix table spreadsheet that automatically generates the code that can be copied into the website
code. The possibility of creating an analogy of GCI pillars that would be built specifically for the space
industry and the scoring system (an index) that would enable a precise quantitative evaluation.
However, our project already provides an operational prototype tool that can be used as a foundation
for future improvements. The need for a comprehensive, easy-to-use tool for interfacing with the
table was met through developing and hosting a website. The core functionality of the website
consists of three pages. The first page is a representation of the 12 pillars of competitiveness. The
second page provides an overview of a chosen pillar, including the definition of the pillar and a list of
policies relevant to that pillar with justifications on how a given policy is relevant to it. Next to each
policy is a tick box that the user can click on to choose to add this policy to their ‘shopping cart’.
The policy shopping cart is an original SpacEst concept that provides the user with a summary of the
policies of interest, and helps them to make further decisions based on more detailed information
about their region. The policy shopping cart (the third page of the website) is accessed by clicking on
the shopping cart icon on top of the page. It displays a summary of the shopping cart with all the
policies that the user has selected for all pillars. This tool provides an individualized user-friendly
overview of our policy recommendations based on the needs and areas of interest of a particular
region.
Based on the information presented in chapters 2 to 6, a set of recommendations including the
rationale for the recommendations are provided in chapter 7 to build regional competence in the
space sector. The limitations of the recommendations are listed below:
1. The recommendations are dependent on the assessment of the Region in the context of the
twelve pillars of industrial competitiveness.
2. The recommendations provided by the SpacEst guidance tool are high-level policies which do not
take into account the specifics of implementation procedures within a particular region.
3. The recommendations do not include a timeline assessment due to highly variable resource
availability in different regions.
4. The recommendations are a product of theoretical analysis and need further quantitative
sophistication to refine the model.
5. The justification of the relation between surveyed policies and pillars of competitiveness at this
point is limited by the level of expertise and resources of the project.
6. The policies provided by the SpacEst tool are researched from past data available for various
regions and may not necessarily reflect future policy options.
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Chapter 9
9. Conclusion
Referring back to the mission statement of this Team Project:
“SpacEst aims to provide a set of guidelines for regional decision makers to enable an industrially
competitive future in the space sector.”
To achieve this, SpacEst provides comprehensive assessments within the framework of the seven ISU
disciplines to understand and map global and regional space competencies. Such competencies
include rocket engineering, satellite systems and astronaut programs.
As discussed in chapter 8, a novel Matching Matrix approach is proposed and utilized for evaluation of
the regional competencies against the global space trends. The Matching Matrix tool is used for the
evaluation of regional competitiveness against the 12 pillars of the Global Competitiveness Index
(GCI). The list of regional potential competencies and the gap that exists between those and the
global trends is given; this is intended to aid decision makers in making informed decisions with
regards to which industry has potential in integrating itself into the space industry. A database of
policies and the impact of each on the 12 pillars are provided with a user friendly interface in the form
of a website - grandest.space. Policy makers can use this website as a tool for assessment of the
policies and aid in the decision making process. The outcome is a set of tailored recommendations to
exploit existing infrastructure and resources, public and private, to create a competitive space
industry in the Grand Est region. Recommendations are made based on the competency assessment
using the Matching Matrix of SpacEst and the website tool. Hence, the deliverables of SpacEst meets
the overall aims and objectives.
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Appendix A - Matching
Matrix
Tool to evaluate which industrial expertise
in the region can be leveraged to increase
the region's competitiveness in the Space
sector, using current global space trends
and GCI Pillars.

Sector's importance in GrandEst
In terms of amount of employees (in %)
per sector in Alsace (ref Figure 2 in WG2
analysis)

Global Space Trends
Research & Development
Metallurgy
Space Mining

Machineries
Space Mining

Geology
Space Mining

Chemical Processes
In-situ resource utilization

Bio-sensors
In-situ resource utilization

Visual Servoing
In-situ resource utilization

Radiation Shield
Human Mission to Mars

Space Food
Human Mission to Mars

Health Care System
Human Mission to Mars

Microgravity
Space Habitat

Bio-regenerative System
Space Habitat

Astrobiology
Space Habitat

Telemedicine
Space Habitat

Downstream

Global Space Trends
Data Mining
EO Satellites

Image Processing
EO Satellites

Constellation
CubeSat

Automotive

22.50%

18.80%

Key Industrial Sectors (Expertise) - Grand-Est Region, France

10.60%

10.20%
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Modularity
CubeSat

Resolution
Navigation Satellites

Autonomous Driving
Navigation Satellites

High Data Rates
Communication Satellites

Internet of Things
Communication Satellites

5G
Communication Satellites

Compactness
Ground Equipments

Midstream

Global Space Trends
Satellite Servicing
On-orbit Services

Refuelling Technology
On-orbit Services

Debris Management
On-orbit Services

Range Systems
Launch Operations

Space Traffic
Launch Operations

Entry, Descent & Landing
Launch Operations

Upstream

Global Space Trends
New Propulsion
Launch Vehicles

Green Propellants
Launch Vehicles

Smart Avionics
Launch Vehicles

Human Spaceflights
Launch Vehicles

Micro & Reusable
Launch Vehicles

Electric Propulsion
Satellite Manufacturing

Key Industrial Sectors (Expertise) - Grand-Est Region, France
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Power Systems
Satellite Manufacturing

High Resolution Imaging
Satellite Manufacturing

Efficient Solar Panels
Satellite Manufacturing

Thermal Protection
Satellite Manufacturing

Global Space Trends

Key Industrial Sectors (Expertise) - Grand-Est Region, France
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0

0
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0

0
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0
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Tracking & Control
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1

2

Enabling Technologies

Fiber Optics
2

0

2

Robotics & Rovers

0

3

Artificial Intelligence
0

0

0

1

Quantum Computing
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1
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1

3
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COTS Devices
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1

3

2

2

1
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0
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2
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2

8

3

0

1

0
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1
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0

1

0

0
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0

Superconductor
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0

Cryogenics
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Sectors with the highest scores have the
most "Space potential"
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support of Space sector
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Automotive

Key Industrial Sectors (Expertise) - Grand-Est Region, France
Health
Machinery Chemistry Wood - Agro Environmental
Energy
Consulting
Equipment
Materials Technologies Forestry Food
Technologies

Total

7. Labor market efficiency

6. Goods market efficiency

5. Higher education and training

4. Health and primary education

3. Macroeconomic environment

2. Infrastructure

1. Institutions

3

1

3

3

2

1

3

3

1

3

2

3

1

3

3

2

1

2

2

1

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

1

3

3

1

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

1

3

2

3

3

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

3

3

1

1

3

3

1

1

3

2

1

3

3

1

1

3

3

1

3

2

2

1

2

1

3

2

3

1

1

3

2

3

1

3

2

3

2

3

2

1

23

21

24

9

26

23

21

14

24

22

9

The higher the score,
the most developed
the pillar is in GrandEst

5

8

2

11

1

5

8

10

2

7

11

In terms of level of
development for each
Pillar in Grand-Est

Industrial
Ranking for
Grand-Est

8. Financial market development
3

Industrial Score
for Grand-Est

9. Technological readiness
3

GCI Pillars

10. Market size

Qualitative assessment of the influence the 12 Pillars have on the key Industrial Sectors in Grand-Est
Not weighted for Space
(High influence: 3 pts, Medium influence: 2 pts, Low influence: 1 pt, None: 0 pt)
Ref: Analysis from WG2 (Grand-East Pillars)

11. Business sophistication

2

Space Ranking
for Grand-Est

24

Space Score for
Grand-Est

In terms of level of
impact each Pillar can
have in the Grand-Est'
Space sector (Space
potential)

3

The higher the score,
the most impact the
pillar can have on
Grand-Est' Space
sector

8

11

2

45

2

5

2

3

3

2

3

1

7

3

8

109

3

6

10

3

4

3

12. Innovation

9

6

Qualitative assessment of the influence the 12 Pillars have on the key Industrial Sectors in Grand-Est
Weighted for Space Potential using Space coefficient above
Ref: Analysis from WG1, WG3 and WG4
7

3

GCI Pillars

1. Institutions

24

6

12

5

12

113

1

18

116

21

15

132

2

11

2. Infrastructure

10

45

9

10
9

15

129

2

75
3

5

103

112
2

6

15

129

15

6

3

10

10
1

6

6

15

9

3

2

6

6
24

3

4

9

6

16

1

6

2
18

24

2

2

3

18

8

2

1
12

18

24

1

16

12

6

16

24
18

12

18

24

12

27

4

12

12
14

27

12

18

4
21

9

12

12

5. Higher education and training

21

27

12

9

6. Goods market efficiency

7

18

18

7. Labor market efficiency

21

27

7

8. Financial market development

21

21

9. Technological readiness

21

3. Macroeconomic environment

10. Market size

4. Health and primary education

11. Business sophistication

4
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Automotive
21

12
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18

24

2

4

6

15

Health
Machinery Chemistry Wood - Agro Environmental
Energy
Consulting
Equipment
Materials Technologies Forestry Food
Technologies
27

Total

129

2

5

Appendix C Pillar Justification
Direct funding
To increase technological readiness (Pillar 9) of space capabilities, governments can of course directly
fund programs with the objective of developing such capabilities. Canadarm, a robotic arm attached
to the ISS for assembly procedures and securing incoming supplies, was funded by the Canadian
government through direct funding and Canada has since become recognized as a world leader in
space robotics (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018). Direct funding into a program, discipline or
technology can also increase the quality of processes and products of individual firms if spent
correctly, and thus their business sophistication (Pillar 11). For improving innovation (Pillar 12),
research and development costs are intensive but necessary to create new materials, processes and
technologies, lifting a financial burden to enable innovation.
Targeted investment (wider and more open ended investment)
Pillar 1 Institutions: Targeted investment is focused on investing in space agencies or companies and
not necessarily the projects or programs they are running. This makes such investments more openended (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018). It is expected that funding these agencies or companies
will result in improvements and can generate returns that flow back to the region’s industry. Such
investments therefore improve the institutions in that region.
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: Targeted investment into companies and agencies allows for
technology advancements, creating more competencies and increasing technological readiness.
Pillar 11 Business sophistication: Targeted investment into companies and agencies can increase the
quality of individual firms and agencies. Enacting this policy will directly influence a region’s
competitiveness in pillar 11, as business sophistication consists of the quality of a region’s overall
business network and the quality of individual firms’ operations and strategies. “Most of UK’s
increased annual investment into ESA flowed back into its industry in the form of ESA’s geagrific
return policy and resulted in a relocation of European Centre for Space Applications and
Telecommunications, from the Netherlands to an existing UK ESA facility in Harwell. UK also invested
in Reaction Engines with potential to dramatically reduce costs of getting into space”(Bryce Space and
Technology, 2018). “Canada invested in EO satellite operator and services provider UrtheCast. The
investment will support the company’s development of a constellation of optical and radar satellites,
which can make observations day or night and in all types of weather.” (Bryce Space and Technology,
2018).
Pillar 12 Innovation: Targeted investment into companies and agencies provides these entities with
means to fund R&D (research and development) and scientific research institutions in addition to
collaboration with universities and industries.
Attract private investment and creating clusters & incubators
On business sophistication (Pillar 11) and innovation (Pillar 12), business friendly tax policies, startup
incubators, creating collaborative business clusters, and “drawing on non-cash public resources” such
as energy and infrastructure, can be utilized to “nurture growing industries” (Bryce Space and
Technology, 2018) to innovate. Policy actions to incubate and cluster businesses make efficiency

gains, openings for innovation and reduced market entrance barriers for aspiring businesses, effecting
the quality of “overall business networks” in a region and gives companies the opportunity to learn
from others to improve their strategies and methods of operation. (Schwab, 2017).
Pass laws that enable space activities
A region can influence its country to enact laws that enable space activities such as mining resources
in space. The legal certainty which national laws provide give businesses an incentive to set up offices
in the jurisdiction of the legislating country which permits a novel space activity. The specification of
international law under national regulatory frameworks, therefore improves the quality of institutions
governing space activities.
Create government export credit agencies
Government export credit agencies are “an important tool in capital intensive industries” (Bryce
Space and Technology, 2018), such as the space industry. Financing loans at low rates gives
businesses the ability to help foreign business buy from a domestic industry (Bryce Space and
Technology, 2018), expanding market size (Pillar 10) in terms of opportunities available to businesses
in a region going into foreign markets.
Public-private partnerships
Public-private partnerships overcome “high capital requirements, technology risk, and longer
development timelines” (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018). Institutions (Pillar 1) are strengthened
with readily available money from partnering companies, which reduces the time it takes for a
product to develop. The risk associated with creating new technologies is spread between more than
one stakeholder to the effect that the risk is less for each of them compared to the total risk assumed
with one stakeholder. Partnering entities are therefore able to take more risk in search of higher
return. Risk is also high with research and development of innovations (Pillar 12) is yet to be reached,
but if that risk is spread through collaboration between public and private actors, there is less risk for
the individual actors involved (Schwab, 2017).
Working with established (foreign) space powers
Working with established (foreign) space powers can provide knowledge and best practices to public
and private institutions (Pillar 1) in the region. Cooperating with regions advanced in the space
industry is an important shortcut to start and develop the space sector in a newly interested region in
the early stage of developing its space competences. To keep a stable and sustainable cooperation
relationships with other regions, some institutions are necessary to facilitate work with other
countries and regions.
Pillar 10 Market size: “Traditionally, the markets available to firms have been constrained by national
borders.” (Schwab, 2017) Expanding beyond regional borders will expand the market size available
for the region.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: The space industry requires specific knowledge, skills and
competencies that a region may not have access to. Approaching established (foreign) space powers

for collaboration and knowledge transfer can provide a region the required education and training to
enter the space industry.
Offer region to construct launch vehicles or launch vehicle parts
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: Constructing launch vehicle parts can be very challenging and
expensive for those willing to spend the resources to get independent access to orbital launch. This
challenge will however require firms operating in the country having access to advanced products and
blueprints with the ability to absorb, use and thus push them towards more technological readiness.
(Schwab, 2017)
Develop independent satellite and component manufacturing capability
Pillar 6 Goods market efficiency: Having the ability to develop satellites and components enables the
production of a mix of space products and services. Developing this ability results in “healthy market
competition, which is important in driving market efficiency, and hence business productivity.”
(Schwab, 2017)
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: Developing independent satellite and component manufacturing
capabilities can be very challenging and expensive. This challenge will however require “firms
operating in the region to have access to advanced products and blueprints and the ability to absorb
and use them” (Schwab, 2017). This can push the region toward more technological readiness.
Support foreign companies, talent and individuals interested in leveraging the region to innovate and
develop new space applications and services
Pillar 2 Infrastructure: The policy to support foreign companies can provide a favourable environment
for increased investment. This can enhance the overall infrastructure of the region. For example: The
favourable environment provided in Singapore has enabled several satellite operators to set up
facilities (like tracking stations). These facilities themselves are forms of direct improvements for
space related infrastructures. (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018)
Pillar 3 Macroeconomic environment: The economic growth will be accelerated by the increased
income in the region. Increased employment opportunities can also make the economy stronger.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: The impact on the pillar is facilitated by the increased demand
of skill and human resource for accomplishing the tasks of providing new space applications and
services. Additionally, attracting foreign researchers can lead to better higher education, because
researchers can teach in the university and create new knowledge by doing more research.
Pillar 7 Labour market efficiency: The need of creating a skilled workforce can be an outcome of this
policy, leading to a more efficient labour market.
Pillar 12 Innovation: The favourable conditions for foreign companies to utilize regional resources will
contribute to research and development activities to meet the objectives of the company being
formed which will indirectly lead to strengthening the pillar

Establish an Office for Space Technology and Industry
Pillar 1 Institutions: Having an office, part of government institutions of a region, coordinating
activities related to space and technology is one way of strengthening a regions institution’s position
in the space industry.
Pillar 2 Infrastructure: The established office can identify the needed infrastructure to support space
technology and industry in the region.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: “The Singapore Economic Development Board established the
Office for Space Technology and Industry (OSTIn) in 2013. Space is, by OSTIn, seen as a way to draw
students into science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines.” (Bryce Space
and Technology, 2018)
Pillar 6 Goods market efficiency: “OSTIn pursues economic opportunities primarily in the field of small
satellite technologies and applications. The long-term strategic vision is to create an ecosystem where
companies market and export space products and services.” (Bryce Space and Technology, 2018)
Pillar 12 Innovation: A space office can focus research and development in a way which will enhance
innovation in the region with the aim of creating to create a vibrant space environment where
companies can tap engineering and research capabilities to innovate. (Bryce Space and Technology,
2018)
Policy: Create a not-for-profit company that promotes the development and advancement of
commercial space applications
Pillar 2 Infrastructure: The infrastructure build up required for the increased use of space applications
gets focussed and brings about coordination between the existing capabilities in the region. The
activities related to space applications are streamlined and hence there will be effective utilization of
resources aiding the infrastructure development.
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: The development of applications for extracting the potential of
commercial space sector will result in enhancing the technological capability in the region.
Pillar 12 Innovation: The developments required for enhanced usage of space application will serve to
identify research areas, which will provide orientation to the research and development activities
resulting in innovations in the area
Invest in downstream applications
Pillar 2 Infrastructure: This policy will provide the necessary investments required for building up
infrastructure to provide efficient and effective utilization of space sector for various downstream
applications
Pillar 6 Goods market efficiency: The downstream sector has a high potential to get return on
investment, it can enhance the economy of the region.

Pillar 10 Market size: The space applications that will be developed could have potential global market
demand, thus contributing to the market size available.
Pillar 11 Business sophistication: Promoting space-based applications (like the use of Galileo) can
open up new opportunities for entrepreneurs, which will then develop businesses that will offer
products that can boost market efficiency and make more sophisticated businesses.
Pillar 12 Innovation: Opening markets to space applications and services can lead to cross industry
innovation. which can boost a regions competence. For example opening the agriculture market to
earth observation can help farmers detect anomalies in their farms.
Managing Innovation and technology transfer to and from the space sector.
Pillar 5:Improving higher education and training would accelerate the innovation of one region and
enhance the spin-in/spin-off in and from the space sector.
Pillar 12: Innovation is pushed by technology and science. University technology transfer offices are
crucial to promote the process of bringing research developments to market (Frank T,2007).
Promoting research and development in space science and technology
Pillar 5: Promoting research and development in space science and technology is essential to improve
the research conditions and talent building, which could promote the quality of higher education.
Pillar 9: Technological readiness is usually used to assess the maturity of a particular technology.
Promoting research and development in space science and technology could improve the
technological readiness level of one region, which means that the region could adopt new
technologies and enhance the productivity of industries. (EARTO,2014)
Pillar 12: Innovation is the process that uses new ideas to create practical application(Jerome S,2014).
Promoting research in space science and technology could be an engine for innovation.
Encourage the development of life-long learning programs between industry and universities.
Pillar 5: Life-long learning programs are programs where industry and universities collaborate by
exchanging knowledge, technologies, applications, and lessons learned. Developing life-long learning
programs between industry and universities is an important way to develop professionals skilled in
space science and engineering. This could establish and maintain regional space capabilities.
Developing and fostering regional space infrastructure
Pillar 2: Extensive and efficient infrastructure is the basis of industry. For the space industry, besides
traditional infrastructures, such as transport, electricity supplies, it requires some special
infrastructures, such as telecommunication networks, ground station networks, radio spectrum.
Fostering the regional space infrastructure can make the public infrastructure more comprehensive,
which is helpful to the development of the regional industry.

Establish committee of space experts
Pillar 1 Institutions:
A committee of space experts can council the region and its institutions, using its knowledge and
experience in the field of space.
Popularize space (Build a Space Museum, Make space movies), setup space courses, increase the
number of space events
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: Science fiction, science entertainment and space education can
make a big influence on young generations. A lot of scientists and engineers started learning their
respective fields because they got inspired and were motivated to dream about a more technologically
advanced future - so investing in the culture of space can influence the higher education system.
Pillar 12 Innovation: Popularizing science and its challenges can stimulate younger generations in
being more innovative, that means growing more innovative leaders in the future.
Gather superior resources (national project, outstanding experts, etc.)
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: Gathering superior resource can accelerate the development of highlevel space industry institutions, strengthen openness and cooperation, and bring in high-level
technical teams. Increase ability to allocate resources, accelerate the transformation of research
achievements, and strengthen the application of space technologies.
Pillar 7 Labor market efficiency: Gathering superior resources means the region has a large number of
major space projects and scientific & technological projects, all which will bring a lot of employment
opportunities. Therefore, the highly educated and skilled people will find the job easily.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: The essence of gathering superior resources is to improve the
capabilities of basic research and core research & development, which will be highly dependent on
higher education. Therefore, promoting the rapid development of technology in related fields is
bound to further improve the science education system and promote high-quality on-the-job training
services.
Make the developing direction clear
Pillar 2 Market size: Clarifying the orientation is to strengthen overall planning and integrate space
technology resources, such as focusing on building industrial clusters, building large research device.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: Overall planning plays an important role in the process of
defining regional functional positioning. Therefore, the demand for professional management is
increasing. It will surely promote the rapid development of management education and training.
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: The rationality and feasibility of space developing direction is closely
related to the ability of the latest local technology. Accordingly, space developing direction also can
promote the transformation which is from technologies to products.

Construct innovation carrier
Pillar 12 Innovation: Constructing innovation carrier means breaking traditional industrial mode,
which is encouraged to integrate with scientific research institutes, key laboratories, engineering
centers and other units who has technological advantages. They will jointly undertake major projects
and be beneficial to the formation of "production, learning, research" collaborative innovation chain.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: Within the framework of innovation carrier, there is an urgent
need for high-level talents. Innovation carriers need to carry out higher education and professional
personnel training in frontier technology fields to improve the soft skills of innovation research and
development.
Build international talent exchange platform
Pillar 11 Business sophistication: The establishment of an international talent exchange platform
means that local development and global development are more closely integrated, which can
provide a broader platform for global cooperation. It helps build talent clusters around the world and
give full play to the potential of human resources.
Pillar 7 Labor market efficiency: International talent exchange platform has great significance of giving
full play to the unique advantages of human resources and transforming the mode of economic
development through services. Through learning new ideas, new ideas, new methods, to achieve
efficient deployment of human resources.
Establish committee of space experts
Pillar 9 Technological readiness: The establishment of space expert committee can provide
consultation and technical support for the development of space industry. The committee can explore
new directions for space technology and evaluate the feasibility of technical solutions, so as to ensure
that relevant technology development complies with national laws and regulations and improves
productivity in related fields.
Strengthen special government funds
Pillar 12 Innovation: Local governments can set up special funds in accordance with relevant rules and
procedures, which will provide funds for science and innovation enterprises, small and micro
enterprises and even individual scientists to conduct innovative research so that keeping the technical
advantage of the field.
Pillar 1 Institutions: With the support of special funds, the construction of new technology incubation
platform can be accelerated, which will promote the early landing of high value-added scientific and
technological products. In this way, local fiscal revenue will be raised and space industrial
development will be promoted.
Develop public space service platforms
Pillar 1 Institutions: The development of space service platforms belongs to the scope of policy
guarantee. Government would follow the development of local space industry to establish

mechanisms about international exchanges & cooperation in the field of key technologies, so as to
attract key international space enterprises to join the region.
Pillar 5 Higher education and training: Another related pillar of the public service platform is abundant
human resources, which involves high-level basic education and professional technical training. By
improving the education system and training platform, it provides talent reserve for the technological
development of the space industry, which will promote the soft power of local space technology.
Pillar 2 Infrastructure: The other carrier of public space service platform is artificial intelligence
technology service platform, which can improve the capacity of big data acquisition and processing.
Such as setting up huge supercomputing centers, which will provide hardware platform for remote
sensing image processing, spacecraft flow field calculation and structural finite element analysis.

Appendix D Transcripts of interviews
interviews
A. Transcript summary - Interview with Hervé Krieger
1)

What influence do the decision makers of Grand Est have to increase the industrial (space)
competitiveness of the region Grand Est?
There are different scales of local authorities. Each has its own legal competence to support
economic development. One of the key success factors is the ability to coordinate with each
other and to share the same strategic vision and ambition, which is the case for the space
economy.

2)

Which decisions can not be taken by the region but will rather be taken on a national level?
The choice of the distribution of competences between local authorities is made at national level
by the government.
For example, the Regions have the role of leaders in the economic development of territories.
(NOTRe Law) Nevertheless, they must build their economic development strategies with other
local authorities, including metropolitan areas.
The French State gives particular importance to the Metropolis because of its economic spillover
effects. (MAPTAM Law)
For the drafting of the strategic orientations of the regions (economic development plan,
research, innovation), it is imperative to coordinate with the metropolises, which have a more indepth and precise vision of their territory (strengths, weaknesses) but also strategies by which
they structure the economic development of their territory.
The legislation has been drafted to facilitate this cooperation between Regions and Metropolises
beyond any political divisions they may have. Cooperation is not always simple, but it is possible
with the establishment of good governance that best includes the major players in the
territories, with universities at the forefront.
On the financing of the economy, the State retains an important role also for the support of
university activities or large research organisations such as the CNES or for the definition of
European policies.
Other financing tools are also supported by decentralized structures in which the State is a
shareholder such as the Public Investment Bank, the Caisse des Dépots et Consignation, the
ADEME etc...
These structures have subsidiaries in the Region with which local authorities can dialogue and
create financing programmes appropriate to their specific territorial characteristics. In this way,
the government can maintain a decision-making force and a vision of local issues that then feed
into national policies.

3)

What are the tools and methods that have worked in the past to strengthen a certain sector and
which tools and methods have not worked?
Good governance and the sharing of a common vision is a necessary prerequisite. Then it is a
question of animating the ecosystem, making it visible, creating financing and support

mechanisms for companies at each stage of their development cycles and appropriate to their
sectors of activity.
It is also advisable to carry out structuring projects.
4)

Who are the points of contact in Grand Est and Eurométropole de Strasbourg and with whom
should the participants
participants talk?
Gxrand Est – Thierry ROCHEDY
Agence d’innovation – Thomas Woerly
Booster Rhinespace – Yannick Lafue
SEMIA incubateur – Sébastien Carraro
Public Investment Bank (BPI) – Alban Stamm
Université de Strasbourg – Sertit – Paul de Fraipont
ISU as well

5)

Are there any specific topics which are of more interest than others when it comes to increase the
presence of space in the region?
Work on the use of data and technologies from space with specialized clusters in fields of activity
identified as strong poles of competence of the territory (water management, energy, building,
mobility, digital economy) – Mission of Booster Rhinespace
Research & Development
Incubator/entrepreneurship
Development of ISU
Financing chain for the start-up economy (including space)

6)

What format and content should the participants cover so to maximize the influence of their work
in the region?
Benchmark of other region policies (in France and in Europe)
List of Venture Capital and contacts in space fields

B. Transcript summary - Interview with Bernd Weiss
1) What influence do the decision makers of Grand Est have to increase the industrial (space)
competitiveness of the region Grand Est?
Once decision makers identify other stakeholders, they can have a huge influence on the overall
industrial development. They can support and direct an increase of industrial competitiveness and the
regional capacity building in space through promotional programs for economic development,
educational or research initiatives, and developing a strong ecosystem for startups. Depending on the
legislative processes on a local and national level, there might be options specific for the region.
However, as funding for programs is always an issue, involving strong stakeholders with shared goals
very early is important.
2) Which decisions cannot
cannot be taken by the region but will rather be taken on a national level?
As far as I know, regions like Grand-Est have limitations in legislative authority and are mainly to
promote economic and educational programs. As a result, it would probably depend on the context
and content of a considered decision. Are new laws needed? Can it have an impact on national or
European level? Who is involved in the process? Everyone of these exemplary questions has different
implications to be considered and might impact the process. It’s interesting to think that having
funding sources and strong stakeholders can help. One option for Grand-Est can be to identify their
“Space billionaire” (e.g.: Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk in the US). This Space “superstar” could have a
significant outreach impact on promoting, funding, and otherwise supporting the regional space
industry by investing in various space related projects and startups in the region. If needed, this can
have a positive influence on lawmakers at the national level.
3) How do we persuade the local government that they need to start very early by investing in young
startups?
The easiest way is to show success stories. Show how it can create value, especially on long-term
perspectives. Focus on employment of people and how it will help to attract highly educated people;
meaning high income and tax. Identify startups with good employment potential and develop
initiatives to attract the best talent. This is needed, as we saw in Luxembourg. Having only great
funding sources to grow startups isn’t enough. A constant source of qualified and available people to
work in these startups is essential. Also, you can do a lot with minimal funds when you invest at the
early stage startups. Create an ecosystem where they can collaborate with established companies in
the value chain. Invest in various locations and diversify expertise (e.g. multiple incubators or poles of
competitiveness). Have clear objectives and work on a story people like and understand.
4) What are the critical success factors in implementing a strong Space sector?
There is no easy way to identify individual “critical” success factors. Implementing a new industry is a
very complicated and time consuming process with many variables to consider. One can think about
sources for talent and funding, having other strong industries and even opportunities resulting of
individual local contexts. Having a detailed view on available local resources and understanding what

can be achieved is critical for risk mitigation. Strong metrics and the ability to track them is needed.
Success factors are highly dependent on the overall goal to achieve too. Take economic growth as an
example, there, the main success factors are employment and GDP. Now, if you want to stipulate
employment growth, available talent and multiple options to get funding to hire the best people is
needed and would be considered critical in this scenario.
5) Once we have identified the main area of expertise of the region, how could we come up with
overall policy recommendations to boost the region’ space sector?
Again, there might be limitations about the policy making process for the region. But, let’s consider
basic recommendations for the moment. It’s important to see the bigger picture to align the goals for
a strong space sector to other initiatives. What are the key drivers and areas of expertise in the
region? How can they match with the space sector and what are the underlying technologies and
resources for each area of expertise? Can they collaborate with other regions? What is the overall
benefit throughout the region and all industries? Having a clear understanding on how to assess and
use local resources for a growing space sector is another big piece. One example might be someone in
the automotive industry working on self-driving cars could also work in space R&D for autonomous
rovers or robots. Once you have identified an expertise to focus on, you need to get the people who
understand that area so they can develop the project and educate the people involved and gain more
support. Workshops and workgroups can help setting up a strong network and build connections
within them. Finally you need to grow by getting the necessary funding for each participant.
In a nutshell, you work on all possible angles for Grand-Est and your recommendation is probably:
“because you have these resources or/and this competence available in your region or with potential
partnerships, you can do this, or this and that to grow your industrial competitiveness in the space
sector”. For Strasbourg it could be a connection of the telemedicine and robotics expertise that can
lead to opportunities for space applications.
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